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'CRACK HOUSE'
Angelo Carosio
Investigation shows reasons for notoriety as a drug hot spot
Online Editor
Empty beer cans and used sy-
ringes litter the sidewalk andstreet.
Homeless people loiter, panhandle
and sometimes sleep on the side-
walk. People yell to upstairs apart-
ments at all hours of the night, and
all of this is only what is most easily
observed.
The apartment building imme-
diately west of Campion Hall—
separated from the residence only
by a fence—has been dubbed the
"crack house" by students who have
reportedly seen everything from
drug deals to fights. But just how
muchvalidity do thoserumors have?
Is it mere hyperbole or is significant
crime actually taking place?
An investigation byThe Spectator
has shown the "crack house," which
is officially named the Fenimore
Hotel at 510 Broadway, and the
entire 500 block of Broadway is a
hot spot for crime, drugs and vio-
lence and is a regular stop for Seatde
Police, whose officers responded to
more than 200 calls to the block in
2007 and 2008 alone. During that
time, there wasn't a period longer
than a week without at least one
police visit.
"The 500 block ofBroadway has
been a source of on-going narcot-
ics calls, vice activity and violent
crimes," reads a police report by
officer Michael Conners. "I have
contacted many admitted drug ad-
dicts and prostitutes who tell me
they come to this area with the sole
purpose of purchas-
ing or using narcot-
ics, and to engage in
vice activity."
Braden VanDragt The Spectator
The Fenimore Hotel, above right, is commonly referred to as the "crack house" by Seattle U students.
Conflict centers on soup kitchen
Joshua Lynch
Editor-in-Chief
Larry Walter's typical work day
is one ofprofessionalism, complex
software coding and success. But
his morning routine is a different
picture: one of chaos, substance
abuse, poverty and failure.
And shortly before 7 o'clock on
this November morning, his life
seems to be all about chicken.
"These will make a great ad-
dition to the soup," Walter says
as he pops open the trunk of
his aging Toyota Sedan and
shows off several grocery bags
of soon-to-be-cooked chicken
breasts.
The chicken and soup aren't
for him, though. Walter, 48, is
the executive director of Our
Lady of Mt. Carmel Center, a
nonprofit that offers the homeless
meals, computer training, daytime
shelter and movies on a '90s-era
big-screen TV paired with an old
VCR.
The drug use, alcohol abuse,
hunger and poverty Walter faces
at Mt. Carmel starkly contrast
his life as president of Genesis
Software, Inc., a small Bellevue-
based company specializing in
dental software. Mt. Carmel's cli-
ents' drug and alcohol use, in addi-
tion to the center's loitering clients
and occasional violence, is what
makes the center unpopular with
its neighbors. Mt. Carmel is located
just west ofSeattle U's campus and
doesn't escape the shadow of
Campion Hall.
"Those homeless people just f***
the place up," says Daniel Rubin,
who owns most of the property
on the block with Yasuko Conner,
except for the building that houses
Fenimore Hotel and Our Lady of
Mt. Carmel. "They come in and
get their free meals, and they get
their drugs."
"Life is too short to be dealing
with these people. These people
don't want to help themselves," he
adds.
Records from the Seattle Police
Department indicate Our Lady of
Mt. Carmel Center has made 101
calls for the city's detox van since
2007.
Mt. Carmel has two rules, and
a faded yellow sign near
the entrance lists them:
"Respect yourself and
respect others."
Braden VanDragt The Spectator
Our Lady of Mt. Carmel is a daytime homeless shelter and soup
kitchen that some say draws crime to the 500 block of Broadway.
Callero to Cal Poly
Katie Farden
Men's Coach Callero leaves Seattle U after first D-l season
Senior Staff Writer
Taylor Olson, a guard on the
men's basketball team, was driv-
ing home from the grocery store
April 3, when he heard a radio DJ
on KJR news announce Seattle
University head coach Joe Callero
wouldn't return as his head coach
next season.
The news was no late April
fool's joke. Callero announced
earlier that dayhe accepted a po-
sition as head coach of the men's
basketball team at California
Polytechnic State University, a
public Division I school in San
Luis Obispo, Calif.
"I think he was really torn
between the two schools," said
Seatde U directorofathletics Bill
Hogan.
Callero leaves Seattle U af-
ter eight years of coaching the
Redhawks though NAIA, Division
II and Division I athletics. Only
his predecessor Al Brightman,
who holds a record 180 career
wins, surpasses Callero's 117
wins.
"It really has been a dream
to work at Seattle U for the past
eight years," said Callero, who is
a Seattle U alumnus. "But as you
go through life you have differ-
ent dreams. It is exciting, because
now I get to start a new career
down [at Cal Poly]."
Callero said multiple factors
influenced his decision to leave
Seattle U's basketball program.
Money, he said, was not what led
him to Cal Poly.
"It really wasn't just one rea-
son," he said. "And it never came
down to a financial issue."
Callero said the challenge of
developing Cal Poly's fledgling
D-I basketball program was one
factor that made the Cal Poly po-
sition attractive.
"I felt like in many ways my
job at Seattle U was done," he
said. "Now, there is an opportu-
nity to make some new history
down there."
Cal Poly finished the 2008-
2009 season 7-21.
The Mustangs lost to
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SEATTLE UNIVERSITY NETWORKING FORUM
Monday, April 20, 2009
The 2009 Seattle University Networking Forum will address
the value, tools and strategies of professional networking from
the student, professional and business perspective.
Over the course of your life, networking will be the single most ■
effective strategy used in advancing your career and strength-
ening your business. It is the foundation for job searches,
*
employee recruiting, expanding your knowledge base and the
cultivation of customers.
For additional information: careerservices@seattleu.edu
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www.seattleu.edu/advantage
Eco-conscious students unite to 'Ban the Bottle'
Katie Farden
Senior Staff Writer
Most students in Campion dis-
pose of their used plastic botdes in a
recycling bin or trash can. Residents
on the tenth floor, however, give them
to freshman environmental studies
major Chris Olsen.
Olsen is a member of Seattle Us
2009Ban the Botde Campaign, a na-
tionwide student-led initiative to stop
the sale of bottled water on college
campuses and promote sustainable
alternatives. Under Olsen's bed, two
brown paper grocery bags overflow
with used Aquafina bottles. Come
Earth Week, he and other members
of the campaign plan to display the
bottles in the Student Center.
2009 marks Seattle U's sec-
ond year of participation in Ban
the Bottle. Last year there was not
enough student and faculty support
to facilitate a formal change in the
university's contract with Pepsi, the
company whosupplies Seattle U with
Aquafina bottled water, said Seattle
Ualumni GretchenraeCallanta, who
co-led the campaign last year with fel-
low alumnus Nick McCarvel.
Callanta said last year the 2008
Ban the Bottle Campaign still ended
on a hopeful note.
"We were told there would be a
phase out Kof bottled waterS," she
said, "on the condition that this year,
2008-2009, would be a year spent
on an educational campaign getting
the campus community members
to understand the impact of their
bottled water use on their health,




well-being of the earth.
Cecilia Borges Farfan
Junior
Ron Smith, Seattle Us vice presi-
dent of finance and business affairs,
said the administrators are open to
discussing a ban on bottled water.
"I think we are all in support of
the educationalprocess and tryingto
move in that direction," he said.
Junior environmental studies
major Cecilia Borges Farfan picks up
where Callanta and McCarvel left off
last year on theBan theBottle effort.
Farfan said she is implementing a
two-year timeline for the campaign
goal her predecessors established last
year: a signed contract with the uni-
versity outlining a five-year plan to
phase out bottled water on campus.
This year, she said, is focused on
generating student and faculty sup-
port. The campaign will focus on
raising awareness surrounding social
and environmental issues linked to
the bottled water industry.
"The problem with the [2008]
campaign was that there wasn't that
majority consensus on campus show-
ing enough support for phasing out
bottled water," she said. "This year my
goal is to create that awareness."
Borges Farfan said most of the
2009 Ban the Bottle events will take
place on or around Earth Week, April
20-24. But she added that due to
scheduling difficulties, she may have
to push some campaign activities
back a few days.
Borges Farfan plans to hold a
"tap-tasting" table in C-Street where
students can compare the tastes of
filtered Brita water, tap water and
bottled water.
The majority of last years partici-
pants selected filtered Brita water as
their favorite. The campaign mem-
bers did not publish their findings,
she said.
"I definitely plan to release the
results [of the tap-test], which they
didn't do last year," she added. "I think
releasing theresults will really increase
the efficiency of the campaign."
The initiative's lineup of speakers
this year includes religion and ecol-
ogy professor Gary Chamberlain
and Philip Thomas, associate
professor and chair of Civil and
EnvironmentalStudies.
The importance of free, accessible
public water systems is one theme
Chamberlain plans to address.
"The more people use botded wa-
ter, the less likely they are to pay at-
tention to our public water systems,"
he said. "When it costs $1.50 to buy
water, it's an injustice to those who
can't afford it; there is a huge discrep-
ancy there."
The main Ban the Bottle display
will include 100 used water botdes
strung across the Student Center
ceiling, accompanied by large drop-
down banners. Borges Farfan said
she and her fellow campaigners will
soon start dumpster diving to gather
as many used bottles as they can.
Borges Farfan added student sup-
port of the campaign this year will be
crucial to persuading the administra-
tion to sign a proposal to begin phas-
ing out bottled waternext year.
"If the right amount of pressure,
knowledge and awareness is applied,"
she said, "this can be a very successful
campaign."
In conjunction with banning plas-
tic bottles, Borges Farfan also hopes
to explore alternative ways to provide
the university with water.
"I know that we need more op-
tions for students to drink water on
campus," she said.
Improving the filtration systems
in Seattle U's water fountains and
providing students with free water
spigots stations offer two potential
ways Seattle U could decrease its
reliance on bottled water, Borges
Farfan said.
Olsen and Borges Farfan also sug-
gested the'school provide incoming
freshman with a Nalgene waterbottle
and educate new students about wa-
ter issues.
"With that incoming knowledge
and other things, like spigots," Borges
Farfan said, "it would be a very easy
transition, and not very costly."
One of reasons why students
buy bottled water, Borges Farfan
said, is due to the product's wide-
spread availability.
"I think the main thing is that
people place their convenience over
the well-being of the earth," she said.
"It is a trend that is very American."
JeffBall, a senior public affairs ma-
jor who was involved with the 2008
Ban the Bottle campaign, named
another factor contributing to the
popularity ofbottled water: the pub-
lic's distrust ofwater from a public
tap or fountain.
"There is this belief that pub-
lic water systems are dirty; I think
that's a big issue," he said. "Really,
Washington has some of the cleanest
water in the nation. It comes straight
from the mountains."
Campaign members said Ban the
Botde is not only an environmental
initiative, but a campaign that aligns
with Seattle U's pledged commitment
to society.
"We all come to this university
with the idea of social justice in
mind, Borges Farfan said. "Well,
this is not only an environmental
issue, but a social problem; we're
stealing the water of other nations
through privatization."
Olsen also said he hoped Ban the
Bottle 2009 would illuminate the
link between social inequality and
waterprivatization.
"I want to help bring up some of
the practices ofbotded water compa-
nies, that I think, go against Seattle
U's mission," he said.
Borges Farfan has confidence
Seattle U can give bottled water
the boot.
"I think it is probably one of the
easiest and most logical campaigns
that can be done on campus," she
said. "The main thing is that we need
pressure put on us."
Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu
Clara Ganey The Spectator
A group of ambitiousstudents led by Cecilia Borges Farfan launched a
new campaign to phase out bottled water over the next five years.
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International Development
Internship Program
Through academic analysis, active participation, reflec-
tion and advocacy, IDIP students acquire knowledge
and experience about development issues and learn the
role and impact non-government organizations (NGO's)
have in promoting sustainable country initiatives and
people-centered development.
y Are you committed to international issues of social justice?
, Have you ever dreamed of one day working for a nongovern-
mental organization?
Application Deadline April 30th
Application materials and information available on the program
website:
www.seattleu.edu/idip
For further information please contact:
Dr. Janet Quillian at jquill@seattleu.edu, x 2683




IDIP provides service abroad, growth within
Sara Bernert
News Editor
Last year, seven SeattleUniversity
students agreed to be shipped to ran-
dom countries where they would
spend three months working on
whatever assignment they were
given, regardless ofwhether or not
they knew how to do them. These
students put aside any fears of the
unknown to accomplish one mis-
sion: improve the lives ofpeople liv-
ing in developing countries.
Senior Sean Klosterman was as-
signed to the United Republic of
Tanzania, where he had to create a
comprehensive survey on agricultural
and health awareness.
"I had never done anything close
to that at all," Klosterman said. "I
knew nothing about agriculture; I'm
an economics major. But now I'm
an expert."
Klosterman and his six classmates
were participants of the International
Development Internship Program,
IDIP, a unique study abroad program
which gives participants hands-on
experience in international develop-
ment. Students are placed in non-
governmental organizations, NGOs,
nonprofit groups which work for
humanitarian goals. The seven par-
ticipantsspent winter quarter in their
assigned countries and have now re-
turned to Seattle U.
"They all survived," said Janet
Quillian, creator and director of
IDIP. "They all had to adapt and
• work hard, but everyone in this year's
group had a good experience."
Rebekah Henrich, a senior inter-
national studies major, was placed in
Namibia, Africa, where she worked
to protect orphans and vulnerable
children, and promoted HIV / AIDS
awareness and general education.
"I wanted to do IDIP because I
had been to Africa and had been in-
spired by the people and wanted to
help," Henrich said.
She and her coworkers organized
workshops for teachers in several
Namibian regions to provide basic
educational support. Promoting
HIV / AIDS education was another
major goal. One of Henrich's most
powerful experiences duringher trip
was a health day her group put on in
Caprivi, a region with a 43 percent
HIV / AIDS infection rate.
"We closed down the schools in
the region for a day so all the teach-
ers could come and get free testing,
counseling," Henrich said. "Because
of the high infection rate, most
people don't bother coming in to
get tested, but that day over 2,000
teachers showed up. It was a very
positive experience."
Christina Davis, junior market-
ing and economics major, was sent
to Malawi, Africa, the third poorest
country in the world.
It really is an
awakening experience




"I gained a deeper understanding
of joy," she said. "[...] You learn the
depths ofpoverty, but find joy in do-
ing what you can, rather than feeling
overwhelmed."
Davis worked with LifeNets
International as an educational con-
sultant. She learned about the chal-
lenges for students in the region and
helped assess the likelihood ofem-
ployment after graduation.
Despite the overwhelming pov-
erty, Davis said she was inspired by
the people she worked with.
"I sawpeople with a life expectan-
cy of 30 or 40 come to community
centers and sing, dance and drum
together," Davis said.
Although she finished her assign-
ment and is now back in the U.S.,
she still keeps in contact with the
people she met in Malawi.
"I feel like I've built a bigger fam-
ily," Davis said. "The people there
were very warm; it's called 'the warm
heart ofAfrica.'"
For many, theirproject is literally
a life changing experience. Quillian
said two students from previous years
returned to the United States and,
because of their experiences abroad,
changed their majors from fine arts
and political science to health care.
"It's an incredible opportunity to
open up to a different world other
than the United States," Quillian
said. "It really is an awakening expe-
rience to the realities of developing
countries."
Joey a senior jour-
nalism major, worked with Catholic
ReliefServices in Ghana, writing ar-
ticles and taking photos for various
publications. One ofhis more pow-
erful memories was a trip his group
took to several rural villages in the
northern region.
"I noticed that the further we
went, the kids got more and more
intrigued," Anchondo said. "Finally I
was ina village where everykid under
12was following me, at a distance, as
though they were frightened but also
interested. They told me I was the
first white person they'd seen."
Along with a greater cultural
awareness, Quillian said the personal
development participants go through
while abroad is equally important.
"It builds confidence, awareness,
and commitment," she said.
This year's participants agree the
challenge of their assignments made
them grow in many ways, especially
when arriving alone in a foreign
country.
"When you go on an IDIP trip,
you aren't going with a bunch of
other students, you're pretty much
on your own," said Sean Rawson,
senior international studies major.
"That can be a challenge when you're
used to having everyone so close."
Rawson worked with Agros
International in Nicaragua, helping
families buy and develop land.
"Meeting the families and hearing
their hopes for the future, for their
kids, was really inspiring," he said.
Kiara Elliott, a junior commu-
nications major, spent her quarter
in Macedonia and said her visit
allowed her to reflect on cultural
norms and inspired her to become
more welcoming.
"The people there are a lot more
welcoming," Elliott said. " Ihey open
themselves up and take the time to
get toknow you much more than we
do here in the United States."
This year's participants and
Quillian agree the experienceoffered
by IDIP is unlike any other travel
program at Seattle U.
"International studies majors
have to study abroad," Henrich said,
"but this is a very unique program
that provides a kind of hands-on
experience you won't get in other
programs."
"You can read about development
work all you want," Klosterman
added, "but you don't know it until
you've lived it."
Seattle University is one of the
few universities to offer a program
like IDIP to undergraduate students,
as this kind ofwork is typically re-
served for graduate students. Since
its creation in 2001, 87 students
have participated and many have
gone on to continue their work in
international development through
Fulbright and Rotary scholarships.
"It fulfills the goals ofour univer-
sity, of social justice, and gives the
students a skill set to make changes
in the world," Quillian said.
"It's something Seattle University
should be proud of," Davis said.
The participants are currently
planning a Social Justice Dialogue
for May 4 where they will share their
.stories and address major issues fac-
ing developing nations.
Sara can be reached at
bernerts@seattleu.edu
Courtesyof Janet Quillian
IDIP's graduate assistant Nicole Melius with this year's participants, from left to right: Christina Davis,
Rebekah Henrich, Kiara Elliott, Sean Klosterman, Sean Rawson, Chelsea Krema and Joey Anchondo.
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Students lead condom crusade
Eric Gordon
Staff Writer
While visiting Africa for the first
time since his election to papacy,
Pope Benedict XVI made com-
ments to reporters that upheld one
strict Catholic view for which he
is known.
"You can't resolve [the AIDS
crisis] with the distributionofcon-
doms," he said, "On the contrary,
it increases the problem."
The comment renewed the
ongoing debate of birth control
and religion. Seattle U, which
upholds an official policy to not
distribute condoms on campus,
has had its own series of debates
surrounding condoms, includ-
ing last year's "Condoms for
Campus" campaign.
One Seattle University stu-
dent who disagreed with univer-
sity policy took matters into her
own hands. '
On Valentine's Day, Claire
Collins, sophomore French and lib-
eral studies major, helped distribute
nearly 500 condoms on campus, in
the name ofpromoting safe sex on
the romantic holiday.
"The school hasn't really seemed
to change their position on this,
and they're not to be convinced,"
said Collins. "I thought it would
be an interesting message."
I would like to
emphatically state
that I am not sorry.
Robert Lyons
Sophomore
Collins had planned her mis-
sion for weeks in advance, origi-
nally planning to dress up as cupid
while handing out the condoms to
tables in Cherry Street Market and
the Bistro. While Collins received
a majorityof the condoms from lo-
cal donors and charities, she fund-,
ed a part of the project with her
own money.
"I would say that it was a suc-
cess. I talked to a lot ofpeople who
asked me why I was doing it, and
there was more support than dis-
couragement," said Collins. "And
people got a lot of free condoms
that they probably used."
Feeling, that Seattle U is quite
a bit different than other Catholic
universities, Collins is confused
by the adverse attitudes of some
toward what she feels is just com-
mon sense.
"There are lots of things [...]
like homosexuality that aren't en-
dorsed by the Catholic Church, but
we definitely them support here,"
said Collins.
Regardless, some university
leaders feel the condom policy
is a regulation that should not
be changed.
"I'm all about safety first, and
good habits in your own health
and in your own relationships,"
said Erin Beary, interim director
of Campus Ministry. "However,
we are.here to uphold what the
Catholic Church ascribes to. It's
just out ofrespect for the tradition
that we hold here."
Collins disagrees with the stanch
resistance to condoms found in the
Catholic church.
"I think the pope is being silly. I
don't think he should talk to an en-
tire continent ofpeople as though
they were middle-schoolers. He
may be the pope, but he can't say
things like that."
And Collins' friends, some
of whom helped distribute the
condoms on Valentine's Day, are
in agreement.
"I would love for my children to
usecondoms when they're 20," said
Will Segerstrom, sophomore envi-
ronmental studies major. "I would
love for people to use condoms to
reduce STDs and be safe."
Another friend said he helped
pass out the condoms as a way of
protesting the university's stance.
"I did it, andI meant it. I believe
that promoting abstinence on a col-
lege campus is a joke," said Robert
Lyons, sophomore Psychology ma-
jor, "I would like to emphatically
state that I am not sorry."
And though Collins said she
received some disapproving looks
and responses whilepassing out the
condoms, she was never punished.
To this day, she doesn't know what
the punishment, ifany, would have
been for such an action.
Independent distribution ef-
forts aside, the university, as a
Jesuit, Catholic institution, main-
tains its decision to keep condoms
off campus.
Eric can be reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu
Garrett Mukai The Spectator
Claire Collins distributed condoms around SU on Valentine's Day.
Debate loses coach
Emily Holt
Students take on new leadership roles after budget cuts
Assistant News Editor
When James Kilcup and Sophia
Sanders finally stood opposite
Harvard at the national debate
championships in Vermont at the
beginning of April, their small
team had seen its fair share of fi-
nancial woes to set it apart from its
Ivy League counterparts.
In 2008, Seattle University's
debate team had planned to go to
the world championships, after a
win at internationals, but the team







Despite a yearly budget of
$12,000 meant to cover hotel and
airfare for ayear—in comparison to
Portland State and the University
ofAlaska's budget of $80,000 for
their teams—the Seattle U debate
team has continually performed
well at national and international
debates.
They placed third among
American teams and fifth among
international teams at the competi-
tion in Vermont.
But now they must operate
without a coach after the recent
announcement that the funding
was cut for part-time professor
Ross Merritt.
Merritt received an e-mail
Tuesday stating he would no longer
be the teams coach.
"I'm really disappointed that
the budget has come to that,"
Merritt said. "If the school doesn't
have the money for it, the school
doesn't have the money for it."
Because the debate team will
be entirely student-run next
year, the newly elected student
officials will be taking on more
responsibilities.
Sophia Sanders, sophomore
humanities for teaching major, was
elected the team's president Tuesday
night. With 20 credits under her
belt and two jobs, Sanders is a bit
worriedabout taking on the leader-
ship duties formerly taken care of
by Merritt.
"It's fine, and I understand [the
cut], but it puts a lot ofstress on
my job,"Sanders said.
She noted Merritt didn't just
travel with the students and coach
them but also had usefiil contacts
that got them.into tournaments
they might not have otherwise at-
tended.Many coaches also serve as
judges at the tournaments, so with-
out a coach, Seattle U's team will
have to offer a student as a judge, or
they won't be allowed to compete.
Kilcup, the current team presi-
dent and a senior philosophy ma-
jor, said that the Communication
Departments decision to cut the
funding for the coaching posi-
tion was dismissive of the debate
team.
Ben Watts, freshman econom-
ics major, said it was useful to have
someone around like Merritt who
had lots ofexperience.
Merritt has been the team's
coach for the past four years and
volunteered as an assistant coach
before that. He currently works as
a paralegal and is expecting a child
this summer.
Seattle University has had a
debate team since the early 1900s,
but it has disappeared and reap-
peared with changes in leadership
and finances. Kilcup said the team
has been most successful in the past
three years.
Sanders now stands poised to
take the team into uncharted wa-
ters. She said next year will be an
important chance for the team to
show they can still compete at the
same level, even without a coach.
She hadbeen considering studying
abroad next year but will probably
not be able to anymore.
Since Merritt's funding was
cut, Kilcup, Michael Imeson and
Merritt have decided to workwith
the team's new administration
throughout the end of the year
and next to prepare them for the
year ahead.
The team currently practices
two times a week. Kilcup requires
that everyone on the team read
The Economist so they can be
well-read and ready for the limited
prep events they confront at many
tournaments. The team also does
in-class debates for professors who
have hot-topic issues in their course
material and holds public debates
on campus.
JefFPhilpott, professor of com-
munication, said the debate team
is most important for the critical
thinking and speaking skills it pro-
vides for students.
"It's incredibly valuable,"
Philpott said. "It also adds to the
profile of the university."
As ofTuesday morning, Philpott
said a part-time professor might
be cut from the Communication
Department, but the decision
would not be finalized until mid-
May.
Merritt recalled one Seattle U
graduate who is now a law student
in New York and participated at a
debate in Oxford. He attributed his
success to his time spent debating
with Seatde U's team.
But in light of the loss of their
coach, Kilcup said the team has
not been treated as the high-profile
team should be.
"We would think, as the most
prestigious activity on campus that
is not Athletics, we would not be
treated this way," Kilcup said. "It
is ridiculous that we are expand-
ing and starting Division I while
handcuffing a debate team that
competes against Harvard."
He said in his mind, the debate
team is more representative of the
intellectual mission of Seattle U
thanAthletics.
Emily can be reached at
hottel@seattleu.edu
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Earn a Seattle University Certificate in TESOL in as little as 4 weeks
• Earn Credits from Seattle University
• Credits may apply to Master's Programs or
ELL endorsement
• 11 Four Week Intensive start dates per year
• Day, Evening and Online classes available
www.SCHOOLOFTESL.com
3 f The School Of Teaching ESL 9620 Stone Ave N, Suite 101, Seattle, WA(In cooperation with Seattle University) 206-781-8607 STeSLinfo@seattleu.edu
Specs of the week
SU students selected as
Humanity in Action fellows
Two students from Seattle
University were selected to be fel-
lows for an international organiza-
tion that selects just 10 students in
the country.
Seniors Christine Topinka and
Nathan Furukawa will join eight
students from the U.S. and 10 stu-
dents from othercountries for a five
week fellowship with Humanity in
Action. Humanity in Action is a
nonprofit that engages student
leaders in human rights issues.
Topinka and Furukawa will at-
tend seminars and site visits while
researching and writing about
issues of inequity, according to
Monica Nixon, director of the
Office ofMulticultural Affairs.
"Only 10 students from the
U.S. were selected for this sum-
mer's American Program," wrote
Nixon in an e-mail, "and two of
them are from Seattle University,
which seems remarkable—
though not surprising, consider-
ing the accomplishments of Nate
and Christine."
an opportunity to question
each of the panelists on their
particular issue.
"The students had questions
that were thoughtful, intuitive and
provocative," Giovengo said.
Collectively, the four-person
panel represented community out-
reach and assistance organizations
such as Youtlicare, which provides
beds for homeless youdi, as well as
Roots and Teen Feed, which func-
tions as a soup kitchen for youth.
Whitney Leininger, junior so-
cial work major, moderated the
discussion as a member of the so-
cial work club.
"I wanted to get panelists witii
a lot of individual and personal
experience," Leininger said. "They
were able to come together as one
panel but at die same time speak to
a broad range ofpersonalities and
experiences."
This is the second year the
Social Work Club has brought
this issue to campus attention.
According to several members, in-
cluding Leininger, this has become
a main focus of the club, and it




The Seattle U Social Work
Club hosted an interactive panel
between Seattle U students and
social workers on the topic of
youth homelessness.
The two-hour discussion
on Tues. April 15 featured four
panelists, including two Seattle
University alumni. The panel
consisted of Megan Gibbard,
who holds a master's degree in
social work from the University
of Washington, and Ken Myer, a
community outreach coordina-
tor specializing in AIDS and HIV
health advocacy.
The two alumni panelists were
Melinda Giovengo, an existential
phenomenologist with a psychol-
ogy degree from Seattle U, and
Mark Solomon, a crime preven-
tion coordinator with the Seattle
Police Department and ranking
U.S. ArmyLieutenant Colonel.
Each of the panelists presented
their different perspectives on
the youth homelessness issue to
approximately 30 students and
several faculty members. Many
of the students who participated
in the panel are involved in the
Social Work Club and/or are social
work majors.
"Each of the speakers was re-
markably insightful," said Jennifer
Pearson, senior social work major
and supervisor ofa local homeless
teen shelter. "I've been working on
this issue for over eight months
now, and they presented informa-
tion that I wasn't even aware of."
The panelists touched on is-
sues such as the differences be-
tween youth homelessness and
adult homelessness, the problems
facing theLGBTQ homeless com-
munity, law enforcement regard-
ing youth homeless and general
community awareness.
After each of the panel-
ists had spoken, students had
Faced with bad economy,
Pizza Fusion closes
In this day and age, there just
isn't any room for another pizza
place an Capitol Hill.
Pizza Fusion, formerly located
on 12th Avenue, learned that the
hard way when it was forced to
close down suddenly two weeks
ago, despite the fact it had been
operating only a few months.
Owner Kevin York told the
Capitol Hill Blog that the current
economic climate was just the
wrong time to open the business.
Pizza Fusion, a national chain,
has a mission of keeping its food
and establishments green. Most
of the decorations and furniture
at the Capitol Hill location were
recycled or reused pieces, and rhe
store proudly proclaimed that it
offset 100 percent of its carbon
footprint. It was Pizza Fusion's




A Seattle University student
has been named both a Harry
S. Truman Scholar and a Udall
Scholar and has been selected to
attend a prestigious public policy
institute at Princeton University.
Junior Aerica Banks is one of
60 students to be selected for the
Truman Scholarship, a prestigious
award for students pursuing careers
in public service. Banks is the sev-
enth Truman from Seattle U in
seven years.
Banks has also been named a
Udall Scholar, one of 80 students
in the country to win the $5,000
public service scholarship. She
is one of 35 students who will
be attending the Public Policy
and International Affairs Junior
Summer Institute at Princeton
in July.
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4 Years of College - What Next? Economic Security!
With a Masters of Science in Taxation from Golden Gate University, your economic
future will be secure with a career in either the tax profession or as a CPA.
• Obtain this degree in as little as one year, in a combination of in-person in
downtown Seattle and online classes
• Personal advising to create a customized degree-completion plan
• Complete credit toward CPA exam requirements
• Courses taught by recognized subject-matter experts
• A year from now, you could be in a tax internship or a full-time job in a
prestigious PNW accounting firm or company
• Part-time program also available with evening and online courses
In addition, in downtown San Francisco we offer full-time accelerated classes
starting July 29, 2009. Earn your degree in 9-12 months in downtown San
Francisco and be working in a prestigious Bay Area firm by the following spring
busy-season or summer.
• Immediate entry into prestigious San Francisco Bay Area accounting firms
and companies
• Paid internship positions with personalized career coaching
• Professional development/career options workshops with accounting firm
representatives
Applications are being accepted now for summer 2009. Visit us at www.ggu.edu,
call 206-622-9996 or email jmorgan@ggu.edu. We'll get you started on a career
path to economic security.
GGU Seattle, 1424 4th Ave., Ste. 410, Seattle
BUSINESS I LAW | TAXATION | TECHNOLOGY
Get there.
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Housing guarantees dorm study space next year
Kevin Atchley
Staff Writer
With the closure of the library,
the need for study space on campus
will be at an all time high next year.
Housing and Residence Life has an-
nounced that next years incoming
class will not be permitted to live
in the quads in order to keep study
spaces open.
"There are 825 people in the
incoming class," Romando Nash,
director of Housing and Residence
Life, said. "We will be able to house
94 percent of these people, while the
other 6 percent will be commuter
students living offcampus."
Because the need for study space
increases every year, Nash said
Housing and Residence Life will
work hard to keep quads open as a
place to study for students.
"With the library up next year,
we're trying not to set up any kids
in quads. Triples will still be avail-
able," said Nash. "Community
trumps community's needs. Lounges
are study spaces, and students need
lounges. We feel it's important to get
lounges open."
Nash also said the number ofstu-
dents in the residence halls fluctu-
ates everyyear, so the total number
now isn't final.
"The beauty of numbers is that
they will change. We won'tknow the
full picture until deposits [are turned
in]," Nash said.
With the library up
next year, we're
trying not to set up
any kids in quads.
Romando Nash
Housing Director
Nash says that resident assis-
tance staffing for these students
stays the same. Currently there are
50 RAs, and that number is usually
held constant.
"RAs reapply and staffing stays
the same," Nash said. "We have
more folks apply than we have po-
sitions for."
Housing and Residence Life re-
cently implemented new themed
community floors in each residence
hall to offer new living options for
students staying on campus
Nicole Hoyes Wilson, assistant
director for residential programs,,
said many students are unclear and
unsure what exactly learning com-
munities are and want answers to
their questions.
"People were confused on what
learning communities were—
what they are and how they work.
Basically, we tied each floor to a
particular value; each commu-
nity has a theme behind it," said
Hoyes Wilson.
Faith and Great Ideas is one
example of an older learning com-
munity and is nowlocated on the
fifth floor in Bellarmine Hall. This
learning community connects core
classes offreshman year to the floors
in the residence halls. Living in this
community enablesstudents to take
classes designed only for them.
One of the new themed floors
for next year is the Sophomore
EngagementFloor, which is designed
for sophomores who want to get in-
volved with retreats and service trips
in the nearby community. Wilson
stressed the importance of having a
community designed to address the
specific needs ofsophomores.
"Sophomores in particular were
looking for communities specifi-
cally designed for them," Wilson
said. "Usually, sophomores generally
want to know what they're going to
do at this grade."
Oscar Romero Learning com-
munity, named after an advocate
for human rights, will be another
community made up offirst and sec-
ond year students. This community
houses people who .want to explore
the meaning andcomplexities ofdi-
versity by engaging in retreats and
community service projects.
Nash has high hopes for creating
new living options in Housing and
ResidenceLife.
"[We] always want it to go well,"
Nash said.
With juniorsand seniors no lon-
ger permitted in the residence halls
due to space crunches, Housing and
Residence Life has focused on pro-
viding new programs for the young-
er students who are still required to
live on campus.
Kevin can be reached at
atchleyk@seattleu.edu
Arabic class in jeopardy
Kimmy Holtz
Students concerned about losing ability to finish degree
Volunteer Writer
Due torecent budget cuts across
the board, including the College
ofArts and Sciences modern lan-
guages division, the second year of
Arabic classes might not be offered
at Seattle University next year.
Currently thereare two courses,
both taught by professor Maha
Jahshan, which allow students to
fulfill their language requirement
with Arabic.
In response to the threats of
cuts, a small but united group of
Arabic students have come togeth-
er to try and keep a second year of
their language. They feel the cut
wouldbe unfair for students cur-
rently enrolled in the first year, as
they would have to begin a new
language to complete the two year
requirement.
"I think it's just really harm-
ful, especially for students who
need two consecutive years of a
language, who want to be interna-
tional studies majors," said fresh-
man Soriya Ekstrom.
A classmate ofEkstrom's, gradu-
ate student Aric Lane, took the first
two classes in the Arabic sequence.
Currently in Seattle U's Masters in
Public Administration program,
Lane hopes to go to Bahrain for
a research fellowship. She is most
concerned about the effect on in-
ternational studies majors .
"Any plans they have as far as
study abroad, Fulbright scholar-
ships, state department jobs, they
would not be able to pursue with-
out a focus in Arabic," he said.
The class cut is especially frus-
trating for students who came
Seattle University specifically to
enroll in the Arabic sequence.
Sophomore. Sarah Nickol served
in the army for five years before
deciding to return to school and
attend a ROTC program.
"I spent a year in Iraq and 15
months in Afghanistan," Nickol
said. "In Iraq, I hadvery little con-
tact with the locals and the gap was
widened even further by my not
knowing the language."
She planned on finding a small
school, majoring in international
studies and then graduating the
program with the credentials to
return to the army as an officer.
"SU is one of the only schools
in the area that offered Arabic
[classes] when I was looking," she
said.
While serving in Afghanistan,
Nickol had enough contact with
the locals to pick up the Persian
dialectDari.
"I am aware ofhowmany doors
knowing a language can open. In
my career in the military, I want to
specialize in foreign affairs in the
Middle East and knowing Arabic
is a goal I have set for myself to be
successful," she said.
Freshman Meg Fuller came to
Seattle U for similarreasons.
"I knew I was going to take
Arabic when I chose the school,"
Fuller said. "I really like the lan-
guage and I want to pursue it
further after college. It would be a
really big disappointment if I was
not able to."
The Arabic sequence has been
in jeopardy before, but Fuller
thinks the student response is dif-
ferent this time.
"In previous years when they
offered a second year, very few
students decided to take it," said
Fuller. "They think that'll happen
again, but it won't because a lot of
the students want to take it next
year."
Administrative Assistant for
modern languages, Rose Zbiegien,
explained that the department re-
cently had a 5 percent cut across
the board. This cut manifests dif-
ferently from class to class, and
in some classes, has included an
added charge for copies of course
material.
"Some of the teachers are ask-
ing for copy money, some aren't,"
Zbriegien said. "Some, by princi-
ple, will not ask for copy money."
Lane said now is a challenging
time budget wise for the university,
but he hopes the university waits
to cut the second year ofArabic
until 2010. That way, he says,
the incoming international stud-
ies majors would have a clearer
understanding of what languages
they could or could not study at
Seatde U.
Kimmy can be reached at
holtzk@seattle.edu
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campus voicepublicsafety
Theft
April 7, 9:30 p.m.
Public Safety responded to two
food service staff reporting a
male having taken pop, compa-
ny coats and table cloths from an
unsecured storage room. Public
Safety found the malein C-Street
the following day and Seattle Po-
lice Department cited the malefor
theft and warned himabout tres-
passing on campus.
Narcotics
April 8, 4 p.m.
Public Safety assisted a stu-
dent having an anxiety attack. A




Public Safety checked on a
woman non-affiliate who was
hungry and depressed. Public




April 6, 12 p.m.
Janitorial staff reported two com-
puter lab chairs were taken.
Public Safety is investigating.
Auto Prowl
April 6, 5:30 p.m.
A student reported someone
popped a wing-window out of
his vehicle. Nothing was missing
from thevehicle.
Fire Alarm
April 6, 8:25 p.m.
Students kicking a soccer ball
hit a pull station and set off the
alarm. Seattle Fire Department &
Public Safety re-set the alarm.
Medical Assist
April 6, 7:25 p.m.
A student came to Public Safety
having anallergyreaction. Seattle
Fire Department responded and
the student breathing was fine.
The student was given some
over-the-counter medication
she had.
For a complete listing of public
safety incidents check out our Web
site at www.su-spectator.com
How do you feel about the incoming class?
Interviews by William Tsang and photos by Jessica Ishmael
"It is hard to be angry with
the amount of new students
coming in because we
are giving more people a
chance at education."
"If they will up the amount of
students then they need to
up the amount of resources;
otherwise they are taking
away from the student's
college experience."




school needs to be
aware of quality
versus quantity."










Blogs of the week: Hate crimes, '5-10-15-20'
Katie Farden
Senior Staff Writer
Andrade beat the young trans-
gender woman to her death with a
fire extinguisher, according to his
testimony.
In a Julystatement, 31-year-old
Andrade said he thought he had
"killed it," after striking Zapata. He
wrapped her limp body in a blan-
ket. Much to his surprise, however,
Zapata made some barely-audible
noises and sat up. Andrade said he
delivered her one last fatal blow
with the fire extinguisher.
Zapata, who had identified
as a woman for six years prior to
her death, had hopes of moving
to Denver, becoming a profes-
sional drag queen and working in
cosmetology.
Despite the pain Zapata's death
washed ashore, her family, friends
and activists in the LGBTQ com-
munity hope to use her attack as
a vehicle to bring crimes against
transgender individuals to main-
stream Americas doorstep, forcing
our nation to examine the ugly
strains of hate still braided tightly
into society.
On April 14, 2009, nearly eight
months after Zapata's brutal death,
Andrade will stand trial.
The case will likely make the na-
tional news. But the trial's outcome
may make history. Colorado could,
for the first time in America's his-
tory, extend the protections offed-
eral hate crime law to transgender
individuals.
Kenneth Buck, theWeld County
district attorney on the case, plans
to prosecute the murder as a hate
crime. This is the first time a murder
ofa transgender individual has even
been categorized as a hate crime in
our country; this means if con-
victed, Andrade will face an extra
18-monthsbehind bars.
More significantly, it provides
Colorado the opportunity to pub-
licly and legally acknowledge bash-
ings of transgender individuals for
what they are: brutal hate crimes.
For the first time in the state's
history, Colorado's gender identity-
inclusive hate crimes statute is put
to the test.
While the death ofAngie Zapata
marked a day ofprofound darkness
last summer, now as her family and
friends are asking, Colorado has the
chance to "light a candle for Angie"
and incite some change.




Let's face it, most interviews
major media fixtures like Spin or
Magnet or Blender do with various
musical artists are utterly banal and
worthless. Does anyone really want
to hear about how happy Zooey
Deschanel and Ben Gibbard are
as a couple? Does the world really
need to know whether or not Katy
Perry has actually kissed a girl (and
liked it?).
I didn't thinkso. And fortunately,
I'm not alone in this understanding
that perhaps gossip hungry America
should let their pop culture idols
have a little privacy concerning their
personal lives. Interestingly though,
hipster homepage pitchfork.com has
started a new segment called "5-10-
15-20," which inadvertently seems
to delve deeper into the meatiest
side of the human subconscious
than most interviewers seem to even
when they're trying.
Does the world need
to know if Katy Perry
actually kissed a girl?
Basically, the segment is founded
on the following premise: Pitchfork
tracks down one of their favorite
artists, and asks them to talk about
their favorite records from various
periods in their life, starting at the
age of five and moving forward in
five year intervals.
A lot can happen in five years.
Five years ago, 1 thought Modest
Mouse was the "most indie band
ever." And I actually believed bands
like My Chemical Romance and
Thursday qualified as being "punk
rock." So yeah, five years is a surpris-
ingly long time, especially in terms
of musical taste. As one's liquid as-
sets increase, one has more freedom
to acquire more music.
Pitchfork seems to understand
this phenomenon, and "5-10-15-
200 illustrates the point quite well.
This week yielded the features set-
ond installment, which focused on
the musical tastes ofBradford Cox
(Deerhuntei/Atlas Sound). Sure,
the segment was probably intended
to let Pitchfork regulars know what
records to buy in order to be like
their musical idols, but ultimately it
seems to be providing readers with a
lot of interesting information about
the influences and life stories of the
bands they know and love. For ex-
ample, when Cox was 20, he was
having an existential crisis and fell in
love with Storm and Stress's "Under
Thunder And Fluorescent Lights,"
a record he still considers one ofhis
favorites ofall time. His rationale?
"Music is just a personal con-
voluted thing. Only I understand
why that Storm & Stress record is
the best record ofall time because
I know what it sounds like on ec-
stasy in your bedroom alone at 20
years old."
So yeah, now Deerhunter fans
havea record to track down that fea-
tures an ex-member of math rock
heroes Don Caballero, and they also
know that Cox liked rolling alone
in his parents' house at the age of
20 because he was too depressed
to maintain personal relationships.
That is the kind of information
that should come from interviews,
because ultimately most intelligent
people probably don't care what
kind of Victoria's Secret bra is pre-
ferred by Scarlett Johansson.Rather,
"5-10-15-20" gets to the bottom of
musicians' psyches, provides read-
ers with suggestions for new musi-
cal purchases, and allows fans of the
bands it profiles to gain insight into
the way they create their music.
Mathew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu
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Seattle Opera Preview Lecture: The annual drag show hosted by the Seattle
UniversityTriangle Club is always a sight to see.
■MBmBHMHM Featuring performances from both student1 and professional drag queens and allies, it's
an event filled with music (provided by Seattle
mm U's own DJ Toaster), mayhem and lots ofglam
and glitter. And best of all, it's free!
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A special report by Joshua Lynch, Angelo Carosio and Nick Kirschner
r-zz~\ n itemized police report of 2007 and 2008 calls to 500 Broadway
alone shows almost daily calls for the detox van, seven narcotics-related
jy j\ 111 calls, 10 assault calls and 36 "disturbance" calls, an umbrella term
|| including violations like "aggressive panhandling." These numbers
kjlt only include calls to specific addresses and could be higher due to
to the block in general.
In addition, documents from the Seattle's Department of Planning and
Development indicate 24 medical aid responses in the same time to the block,
including two overdoses and two attempted suicides.
Business owners on the block are very aware of the crime, and some point
fingers at the Our Lady ofMt. Carmel Center, not the Fenimore Hotel, as the
main source ofcrime and disturbances. Our Lady ofMt. Carmel is a nonprofit
daytime homeless shelter and soup kitchen that provides a warm place for the
homeless. Larry Walter, executive director of Mt. Carmel, and Josh Kroeg, a
live-in staff member, agreed that the center attracts
a large amount of the negative behavior even after
it closes for business for the day.
"The staffpeople live here, and they were at one
time these same [homeless] people," Kroeg says.
"They might have friends out thereand then after
hours when we're closed their friends might want
to come over. They're the same people as the drug
addicts and alcoholics in here [during the day]."
Tenants living in the apartments on the block
also contribute to crime. In addition to the
Fenimore Hotel, which is owned by Linda Onishi
and her family, there are other buildings on the
block owned by Daniel Rubin and Yasuko Conner.
Rubin says the Ohashi family brings in low-income
tenants who create problems for the immediate
neighborhood. The rent at the Fenimore Hotel for
a studio is around $300 monthly, hundreds lower than anything else close by.
A studio in the adjacent building rents for $800.
"Thosekind ofpeople are bad for the area," Rubin says. "We want a younger
crowd."
In addition, Gideon Oyeleke, owner ofAmerican Healthcare Services, says
the Fenimore Hotel isn't managed effectively, and the landlord is oblivious to
the problems going on in the building. Fire Department inspection records
show issues like holes in the floor ofthe shared bathrooms on each floor as well
as leaky pipes.
"The ownerdoesn't do a lot ofsupervision," Oyleke says. "They do whatever
they want up there."
One of the largest problems affecting the Fenimore Hotel and the block is
drug dealing and use. Drug arrests are concentrated at theFenimore Hotel more
than the other apartments and are documented in police records.
"There was an open brown paper bag on the floor that contained additional
green leafy buds consistent with the appearance ofmarijuana," reads a police
report by officers James Britt and Sam Byrd. According to thereport, after the
suspect had been arrested "[the suspect] stated he had been selling marijuana
for two years to 'make ends meet."'
"There are drugs being sold out of the Ohashi's," Rubin says. "There are
people always coming up to the windows and yelling up for drugs."
Rubin and Conner are anxious to remove the Fenimore Hotel and Our
Lady of Mt. Carmel from the block. There have been efforts to sell the entire
property to a developer to build a medical complex, but the Ohashi family has
been resistant to the idea.
"Developers want it. It's going to happen. It's just gonna," Rubin says. "They're
going to knock the whole block down."
"We would like to get rid of the Fenimore,"
Conner says.
Onishi declined to comment on her family's
plans for theirproperty but did say that her brother,
Monte Ohashi, has been living in the apartment
building.
As for the crime on the block, Onishi says, "I
don'tknow; I don't live there."
Mike Sletten, director of Public Safetyat Seattle
University, says the parking lot in the middle ofthe
block is often what draws emergency personnel.
He notes that since a community task force led
by a Seattle Police crime prevention team focused
theirattention on the block, illegal activity has de-
creased. Improvement hasbeen noticeable, he says,
since last spring, and the area draws the attention
ofPublic Safety around twice a month.
Romando Nash, director of Seattle U's Housing and Residence Life, says
complaints from residents about the area have dropped in the last two years.
There are also reports ofviolence on the block, and while they are mostly
between the homeless and loiterers, there is a documented case ofa resident of
the apartments being involved in an altercation.
After refusing to give a stranger a cigarette, "the male then hit me several times
in the face with his fist," a resident of the Fenimore Hotel said in a statement to
SPD. "I chased him [away]...l returned to the corner and was trying to get in
my building when I saw him coming toward me with a two-by-four."
Nick Kirschner and Joshua Lynch contributed reporting to this story.
Angelo can be reached at carosioa@seattleu.edu
The entire 500 block of
Broadway is a hot spot for
crime, drugs arid violence
and is a regular stop for
Seattle Police, whose officers
responded to more than 200
calls to the block in 2007 and
2008 alone.
Carey Smith The Spectator
features




Ife\ rm alter says the term respect is meant to in-
\ \ j elude no drug or alcohol abuse. That rule
j j is often ignored, says Josh Kroeg, one ofV ijr\J i Mt. Carmel's live-in staff members. He
Xfc says the center deals with people who are
under the influence of drugs, alcohol or
both, every day.
"Six months ago," Walter says, "it was justa rowdy
mess."
Kroeg and Walter say behavior has improved in
recent months, and drug and alcohol use around the
center is declining. They estimate the detox van has to
be called at the most once a week.
"Before people really didn't respect each other,"
Kroeg says. "There was always this tension in the air."
While none ofMt. Carmel's staffers are paid, all but
Walter are compensated with living quarters inside the
center. These volunteer staffers, like Kroeg, were home-
less people selected to help run the organization.
Kroeg acts as an office manager, paying the bills
and responding to inquiries. He reduced the centers
waste bill by almost $400 a month by building a lock
for the dumpster.
However, some former staffvolunteersweren't as re-
sponsible as Kroeg, according to Walter. Our Lady Mt.
Carmel is open from 6:30 a.m. to 12p.m. The live-in
staffspends a few hours cleaning and doing mainte-
nance after closing timeand then has the rest of the day
off for personal time. Former staff volunteers invited
their friends from the streets into the center in theeve-
ning, and Mt. Carmel was becoming a place to get high
or drunk. Walter says he fired six staff members.
"I'd watch, and it was just like a revolving door,"
Walter says. "It was, justfor all the wrongreasons. It's
better now; the cops don't come in here at all, and they
used to justfloat in here."
"I believe that even the staff that runs the homeless
center is selling drugs," says Rubin of the live-in staff
members. "I've seen it. And they let people come in
and sleep at night."
Homeless centers across Seattle have come under
fire from their neighbors for their regulation—or lack
thereof—ofclients. Starting this year, the city is adding
"good neighbor language" to its contracts with human
and social services organizations. If the city receives too
many complaints from a center like Mt. Carmel, the
nonprofit could lose its city funding.
Tax documents show the center received $38,000
in donations in 2007. Mt. Carmel is only able to af-
ford its first floor dilapidated office space because the
landlord, Monte Ohashi, gives the organization a dis-
count, Walter says. Ohashi could not be reached by
letters, phone or in person for comment.Linda Onishi,
Ohashi's sister whose name is also on thedeed, says her
family is honoring a verbal agreement her parents made
with Mt. Carmel more than 20 years ago.
Onishi declined to comment on the levels ofcrime
on the block because, she says, "I don't know; I don't
live there."
Walter toldThe Spectator in November that gradu-
ate students at Seattle U wereaiding the organization by
helping it apply for grants. Residents ofthe university's
Jesuit community, ArrupeHouse, donate their leftovers
to Mt. Carmel on a regular basis.
Fr. Ray Axter, a former Jesuit at Seatde University,
started the Our Lady of Mt. Carmel Center in 1986.
But the center's relationship with the university
ceases beyond that, despite the fact that Seatde U has
an active service learning program that pairs students
with more than 50 local organizations, says Kent
Koth, director of the university's Center for Service
and Community Engagement.
"We looked to form a partnership with Mt. Carmel
severalyears ago but gave up after receiving no response
from their staff to our inquiries," Koth says. "Since
organizational buy-in and good communication is a
key to strong partnerships, we have not pursued further
connections."
For Walter, working at Mt. Carmel is a return to an
old neighborhood. Walter attended Seattle University
in 1978 and studied math and chemistry while living
in Bellarmine Hall. But after failing a programming
class, he transferred out of the university.
Walter says he spends at least two hours every day
doing something for the center. On the weekends
Mt. Carmel serves more people, and Walter is there
for most of the hours. He first came to Mt. Carmel
because his church, St. Monicas Catholic Parish on
Mercer Island, provides food, volunteersand funding.
After four years ofsimply dropping offfood outside the
center, Walter took over the nonprofit more than two
years ago.
"It takes a lot of time, a lot of time," he says. "I'm
here a lot working on projects; I'm working on fund-
raising now. You know, it's hard—really hard—for
nonprofits these days."
Despite the challenges, Walter says he stays moti-
vated through what got him involved in the first place:
his faith and St. Monica's Church. Walter makes sure
he's at the center's chapel Thursday mornings for weekly
Mass with Mt. Camel's homeless clients.
"For me, it is that one moment that I'm standing
in front ofGod," he says. "[...] When that day does
come, I want to know that I was a good spirit. I want
to be something God can be proud of."
Nick Kirschner and Angelo Carosio contributed reporting
to this story.
Joshua can be reached at Iynchjl@seattleu.edu
Carey Smith The Spectator
The 500-504 property is owned by Daniel Rubin and Yasuko Conner as well as the 524-530 property.
The 506-510 property, the "crack house," is owned by Linda Onishi and her family.
Garrett Mukai TheSpectator
This sign, located ori the north end of the E. Jefferson Street parking lot, sits in front of the Fenimore Hotel and the Our Lady of Mount Carmel day shelter.
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Mt. Carmel struggles to get clean on dirty block
entertainment
Little Red Studio unleashes 24-hour art attack
Frances Dinger
Staff Writer
The Little Red Studio is known
for its frequently unusual perfor-
mances and events and its third an-
nual 24 Hour Art-A-Thon, which
took place April 11-12, certainly
did not disappoint.
Beginning at 9 p.m. Saturday
night with a three-hour long dance
party, the event segued into sched-
uled interpretive dance to kick off
the daylong artistic collaboration
around midnight.
Members of the studio's the-
ater troupe began with a dance
displaying the monotony of daily
life, swiftly moving into a dance
celebrating the elements and "all
that inspires us," as the audience
good-naturedly laughed at the rais-
ing oflighters in celebration of fire
and waving of fabric rejoicing in
air. Though the artists at the stu-
dio take their work seriously, there
is room for frivolity, and they
reject cynicism found in other
artistic communities.
Owner of the studio and Seattle
University alumnus Jeff Hengst
founded the event as a fun way to
raise money for the company, but
also out of a desire to give artists
a space to work and collaborate
for an entire day. "A lot of the art-
ists believe creativity comes after
our rational minds have been set
aside, and what better way to do
that than participating in art for 24
full hours?"
"This event gives artists an op-
portunity to try a different craft.
For example, I don't paint small
paintings," Hengst joked as he
worked in front of a small square
canvas, painting a portrait of a gal-
lery-goer. Courtnee Papastathis, a
troupe member of four years, used
the event as an opportunity to re-
fine her painting skills revolving
around playful palettes and mean-
dering whorls of color.
Originally a trapeze artist,
Papastathis and her partner Beverly
Sobelman brought aerial perfor-
mance to the studio. This affinity
for practicing multiple mediums
is characteristic of the studio, with
most of its members boasting
several different artistic interests
and talents.
The event, like the host studio,
was certainly not lacking in diver-
sity. Every hour on the hour artists
participated in "Show and Tells,"
10-minuteshort performances that
varied in medium.At 1 a.m. a mu-
sician performed a complex piano
suite without sheet music and was
followed by two acrobats perform-
ing a complex midair dance from
suspended ropes.
It's also a renewal





"Show and Tell" acts were con-
sistently original and amusing,
becoming entertainingly less lu-
cid as the event wore on, switch-
ing from the classic to the avant-
garde. One such act included a
man in a powdered wig insisting
he was a French aristocrat, offer-
ing a reflection on the nature of
the relationship between good and
evil while only wearing high-heels
and underwear. The performances
dwindled between 4 and 7 a.m.
as some participants napped or
devoted themselves to fine
arts projects.
The event closed Sunday eve-
ning at 8 p.m. with a group walk
through a labyrinth created by Dan
Niven and a group reflection on the
event held around a giant dream
catcher suspended in the studio.
Kerry Christianson, the troupe's
theaterdirector, considers the event
a success despite being smaller than
the previous year with only 50 par-
ticipants, 15 of which stayed for the
entire 24 hours.
Despite its smaller numbers, at
the end of the event more than half
a dozen paintings had been com-
pleted, just as many performances
had been made and a documentary
of the event was completed and
edited, proving that perhaps there
were enough hours in the day.
"It was a troupe bonding experi-
ence," said Christianson. "It's also
a renewal for the studio. It's appro-
priate that it happens in spring."
Frances can be reached at
dingerf@seattleu.edu
Derron Yuhara The Spectator
At the end of their third annual 24 Hour Art-A-Thon, the artists of the
Little Red Studio gathered to debrief around a giant dreamcatcher.
Former artist-in-residence 'Sweats' it out at Hedreen
Elizabeth Dold
Staff Writer
Far from the typical image of
18-by-24 inch paintings hanging
in quiet rows on a wall usually as-
sociated with art galleries, Wynne
Greenwoodsexhibit in the Hedreen
Gallery at the Lee Center for the
Arts is far out ofthe ordinary.
Greenwood has acquired an ex-
tensive background in numerous
varieties of artwork, both audio
and visual. Her exhibit in Hedreen
is a multidimensional arrange-
ment in collaboration with several
other works of various mediums
and artists.
The exhibit, "Sweated," is the
second part of a trilogy, "Void
Sweated Blank," a year-long inves-
tigation by three individual artists
that examines the gallery itself. The
Hedreen Gallery is both an exhibi-
tion space and theater lobby, and is






"Sweated" was made for the
Hedreen Gallery, but also acts as the
off-site backdrop to Greenwood's
one-act performance "SisterTaking
Nap: A Meditation About Human
Evolution" at On the Boards—a
Seattle performing arts organiza-




it with video content.
The exhibit is comprised of
eight massive curtains hanging
from the ceiling in two rows. The
first layer, with four curtains sus-
pended within the gallery, is en-
titled "Sandcastle Turtle." It repre-
sents "the spirit in a world obsessed
with defining" as described in cura-
tor Yoko Ott's write-up. The cur-
tains look like giant sheets, and are
dyed and stitched with other fab-
rics composing simple shapes and
patterns. Each sheet in this display
has a distinct appearance
and personality.
The second layer, "Hairdye," is
suspended directly in front of the
glass windows facing 12thAvenue.
"Hairdye" is meant to represent
the public face of the spirit as it
seeps through to the surface. Each
of its curtains is torn in half and
frames a corresponding curtain
from "Sandcastle Turtle." The de-
signs on "Hairdye's" curtains ap-
pear as if the fabric bled through
from the designs of "Sandcastle
Turtle," and offer a more abstract,
fluid representation of the same
basic designs.
According to Ott, "Hairdye" is
meant to represent the notion of
"staining and seeping through—
public indicators of the existence
of the spirit within a restrictive
and narrowly defined world." The
transitional space created between
the two layers is also an important
element of the exhibit.
Greenwood will perform live on
site, as well as enhance the exhibit
with video and audio-based works
throughout the course of its run.
Live performance dates will be an-
nounced soon.
*




Though Wynne Greenwood's "Sweated" was created for the Hedreen Gallery in theLee Center, its two-part
presentation is part of a larger collaborative exhibit she is working on known as "Void Sweated Blank."
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'Green' garments bloom in Seattle fashion scene
Katy McCourt-Basham
Volunteer Writer
Sustainability is a word that has
been heard more frequently in re-
cent years, especially in regards to
food, plastics and fuel. But there is
one major industry where the idea
has only recently been acknowl-
edged by mainstream consumers:
fashion.
I think, in this
economy, the stores
that are doing well are
the sustainable ones.
Lori Meyer
Fashion Instructor, Art Institute
In the last few years, designers
and brands have begun to consider
and modify their impact on the
environment. According to Earth
Pledge, an organization that works
with companies to adapt sustain-
able practices, fashion has one of
the highest rates of water usage
of any industry in the world. In
addition, the industry uses more
than eight thousand chemicals to
turn raw materials into textiles,
and about a fourth of the world's
pesticides are used to produce non-
organic cotton.
Because of fashion's colossal en-
vironmental impact, activists are
working harder than ever to make
their voices heard, and the idea is
starting to take hold.
"Now that [sustainability]
has been in the press a lot more,
I think people are starting to pay
attention," says Lori Meyer, fash-
ion instructor at the Art Institute
ofSeattle.
Meyer is a big believer in sus-
tainability at the source of fashion,
and says it is very important that
the idea of sustainability is taught
to young designers.
"We teach it in all ofour class-
es," she says. "We like to teach our
students that, as designers, we can
impact the environment in ev-
ery way: from what materials we
choose, to where those materials
come from, to how we construct
a garment."
Many designers and companies,
from fashion icons like Dianne Von
Furstenberg, to budding designers
like Leanne Marshall—winner of
season five of "Project Runway"—
are starting to come to that realiza-
tion as well, and are beginning to
bring some of the more than 600
varieties ofsustainable fabrics, from
organic cotton, to sea leather—a
material made from tanned fish
skin—to mainstream fashion.
In an effort to bring more af-
fordablesustainable clothing to the
masses, Swedish clothing company
H&M has started a line ofclothing
made from organic fabrics.
American Apparel, a Los
Angeles-based company known
for its sweatshop-free philosophy,
started a whole new line of organic
T-shirts,and undies.
Meyer says Seattle, already an
environmentallyconscious city, has
readily embraced the sustainable
fashion movement.
"People are very aware of the
environment," she says. "If you
lived in a city where you didn't see
mountains and water and trees I
don't think the idea would be as ap-
parent. we see it every day, and
I think that makes a difference."
Sustainable fabrics are a little
more expensive than nonorganic
fabrics, and though that does make
a difference in the price of a gar-
ment or accessory, there are many
ways to shop sustainably without
spending a lot ofmoney.
According to Meyer, it's the little
decisions people make that are the
keys to living sustainably.
Lisa Clinton, owner of Juniper
in Madrona—a store that sells
mostly sustainable clothing—-
says vintage stores are a great
option to dress sustainably and
cheaply. Buying used clothing
sold in stores like Value Village
and Lifelong [AIDS Alliance] on
Capitol Hill is a great way to help
reduce waste and subscribe to the
sustainable lifestyle.
"I think, in this economy, the
stores that are doing well are the
sustainable ones," Meyer says.
"They're looking for value, not
something synthetic, but some-
thing that will really last."
Clinton emphasized buying
good quality clothing as a way to
live sustainably.
"I don't carry all [eco-friendly]
designers in my shop," she says,
"but if something is going to last
in style and construction, and is
made fairly—no sweatshops—l
would rather carry that than some-
thing that is trendy and made with
organic cotton in China."
Being generally informed about
what you buy is important too.
"I ask a lot of questions to de-
signers and those who represent
them," Clinton says. "If I can't
find out, then I'll just go to an-
other line."
Inaddition to thrift stores, there
are many other places the environ-
mentally conscious Seattleite can
shop sustainably. On Capitol Hill
there are high-quality consignment
stores, such as Crossroads Trading
Co., Adas Clothing and Red Light.
There are also stores for new sus-
tainableclothing, such as Certified
Jeans in South Seattle, which sells
only American-made organic cot-
ton jeans, as well as Andaluz in
Columbia City, which sells sus-
tainable items including messen-
ger bags made from recycled inner
tubes, and laptop cases made from
recycled billboards.
For many in the fashion world,
thinking green is thinking forward.
Jon Diego, junior sociology major,
keeps a fashion blog and tries to
stay informed about the world of
sustainable fashion. He notes that
sustainable fashion purchases can
be made to suit every kind ofoc-
casion, and that consumers can
slightly alter their buying habits in
order to both positively influence
the environment and stay chic and
fashion-forward.
"Color schemes may change
with the season, but green is here
to stay," Diego says.
Katy can be reached at
mccourtc@seattleu.edu
Illustration courtesy Taryn Sutter
Garrett Mukai The Spectator
Though sustainable fashion can cost more than its non-sustainablecounterpart in mainstream stores, eco-
conscious buyers can save cash and the environment by shopping at thriftand consignment shops.
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Alumnus leaves Seattle comedy scene for L.A.
Eric Gordon
Staff Writer
If graduating high school, col-
lege, and finding a job weren't
worrisome enough tasks for John
McKay, something else will be.
The 24-year-old is about to enter
the Los Angeles comedy scene.
"I haven't gotten [heckled] bad
yet, but sooner or later I will," said
McKay. "That's something I get
worried about."
McKay, a 2008 graduate of
Seattle University, describes his
comedic style as situational, and
focused on story telling.
I just really like the
comedy scene [in




"[My influences are] Jack Black
in Orange County; I can watch
that movie on repeat," said McKay.
"And then as far as comedy, Jim
Gaffigan, Sam Kinnison, Patton
Oswald, and Louis C.K. [are some
comedians] I really enjoy."
Whileat Seattle U, McKay ma-
jored in history.
"I don't know, I like pointing
out hypocrisy a lot [in my com-
edy]," said McKay ofusing his ma-
jor to help his routines. "It's funny
the amount of hypocrisy you can
see in history. I just like pointing
out ridiculous stuff."
McKay had always been inter-
ested in stand-up comedy, and had
been in plays in high school, but it
was in 2007 that he finally decided
to give it a try.
"I was writing down my obser-
vations on life for a year or two,"
said McKay. "I just had this note-
book. That's what I used for my
first few stand-ups. Half the time
in class I was just writing in that
instead of taking notes."
McKay left Seattle Monday
to move to Los Angeles. It was
a newly acquired position as an
assistant in an upcoming indie-
comedy movie, along with his
desire to make a livelihood of
his comedy that sparked his desire
to move.
"I've just always wanted to
move down to L.A." said McKay,
"I've performed at the Comedy
Store before, and I just really like
the comedy scene down there. It's
just the place to be."
Last Sunday at the Comedy
Underground, McKay performed
his last show in Seatde before his
big move. McKay performed third
in a handful ofhis friends and ac-
quaintances, also comedians, in
front of a small crowd.
McKay engaged the audience
by telling a true story of getting
in a bar brawl, by pointing out
the hypocrisy of McDonalds'
sponsorship of the Olympics, and
by poking fun at himself.
"Thatwas awful," he remarked,
sitting down after his set.
Many of the other comedians
felt similarly about their own per-
formances, talking aboutbad vibes
and disinterested audiences while
smoking outside after the show.
"I was just worried that it was
all the other comedians laughing
at me," said JesseCase, the last and
arguably most successful act of the
night, "Comedians laugh at other
comedians when they're having a
painful set because they know just
what it's like."
Eric can be'reached at
gordone@seattleu.edu
Clara Ganey The Spectator
A Seattle University alum, John McKay left Seattle April 13 for Los Angeles, Calif., in order to work on an
independent comedy film. He hopes to eventually become a fixture in theLos Angeles comedy scene.
Faculty forum critiques the dingier side of "Slumdog"
Alex LaCasse
Staff Writer
A panel of Seattle University
faculty members participated in a
forum titled "Slamming Slumdog
Millionaire"—an event that was
touted as a criticism of the sleek
and at times problematic—Oscar
winning movie.
Moderated by Gabriella Gutierrez
y Muhs, Wismer professor for gen-
der and diversity, the panel included
professors from various academic
disciplines including Nalini Iyer,
associate professor of English and
Tayyab Mahmud, visiting professor
at the Sullivan School ofLaw —both
natives ofIndia.
"Slumdog Millionaire" follows
the story of Jamal Malik, a young
boy who grew up in the slums of
Mumbai, India only to escape and
appear on the wildly popular televi-
sion game show "Who Wants to be
a Millionaire?" Through the seem-
ingly simple show viewers are able to
trace Malik's life and journeyfrom
rags to riches. Each question be-
comes a glimpse into an experience,
and each experience leads Malik to-
wards his destiny—a youngwoman
named Latika.
Criticism ran the gamete, from
describing "Slumdog Millionaire" as
a movie that is essentially manipula-
tive to a film that will have little to
no lasting cinematic impact.
"[Slumdog Millionaire] is not
some masterpiece of film," said
Mahmud. Mahmud argued that
Slumdog Millionaire, while an en-
tertainingpiece offilm that was well
made, produced a false archetype of
Indian life. "Perhaps we are faking
a caricature of what the subaltern
should look like," he said.
Iyer, who has a wealth ofexperi-
ence teaching in topics concerning
the subaltern—those peoples op-
pressed by Colonial empires—de-
scribed the current debate occurring
among people in India.
"The Indian middle class has seen
this film as yet another triumph for
India. However the Indian intelli-
gentsia has been critical," Iyer said.
One of her main criticisms
of the film is that it helps to re-
inforce an already problematic
image of India by the West. She
described this obsession to exploit
the slums of Mumbai as a form of
"poverty pornography."
American audiences are still in
the process of discovering inter-
national cinema. The concept of
alien-cinema is still problematic
for individuals, as Americans have
been inundated with Western and
American ideals for years.
William Buckley, visiting as-
sistant professor of theology and
religious studies, was also a panel
member at the event and criticized
the film for its blatant romanticism
of a serious situation.
"You cannot have romantic de-
pictions ofpoverty or the poor," said
Buckley. His comments referred to
the romantic relationship between
Latika and Jamal that underlies the
entire movie.
Connie Anthony, associate
professor of political science and
one of the panel members, echoed
Buckley's sentiments and argued
that "Slumdog Millionaire" is "an
emotionally manipulative film."
The film is emotional, as it
was intended to be. At its root,
"Slumdog" is a movie that uncov-
ers a world most Americans are not
familiar with. By shedding light
on the challenges inherent in the
Mumbai slums, Danny Boyle directs
the film with intent to both enter-
tain and educate. The entertainment
arrives in the form of a traditional
love-story. In order to grab tradi-
tional American audiences and those
interested in the seriousness of the
issue at hand, Boyle needed to ap-
peal to both.
"Whyis it that it requires Danny
Boyle for Americans to discover
India?" asked Iyer in criticizing the
source of the film.
And it is true that it took
Hollywood and the Western world
to get this story out. If "Slumdog"
were to have been released by an
independent production company
and directed by a native Indian, it
would likely not have received a
quarter of the attention it has.
This was not a great




But this attitude is shifting.
"Slumdog Millionaire" represents
a step in a different direction to-
ward the globalization of cinema
for a Western audience. The slums
and injustices of Mumbai represent
baby steps toward larger Indian
representation.
The fact that "Slumdog
Millionaire" garnered so much at-
tention and subsequent critical
acknowledgment is in large part
due to its Americanization. While
this may prove to be problematic
in many areas—translation of cul-
ture, representation ofIndia and so
forth—it does provide a glimpse
into a culture largely unexplored by
American audiences.
"This was*not a great film, but it
was an evocative film," saidMahmud.
"As we see the film, we should begin
to question ourselves,"
Alex can be reached at
lacassea@seattleu.edu
Courtesy Celador Rims
"Slumdog Millionaire" is a film that follows a poor Indian boy as he competes on the game show "Who
Wants To Be A Millionaire?" The film is touching, but Indianacademics are finding faults in its content.





Swedish electronic duo The
Knife wants to haunt their listen-
ers' dreams. In 2006, the group
released the critically beloved
"Silent Shout" (Pitchfork.com
ranked it as the best album of
the year), a record which plays





Dreijer from The Knife.
From its haunting opener and
title track with its 200 beats-
per-minute minor key arpeggios,
to the whimsical "Na Na Na,"
which lyrically chronicles the
wonders of the menstrual cycle
over plinking synthesizers and
amorphous drum machine beats,
to the downright terrifying "One
Beat"—which makes the art of
songwriting out to sound like the
process of butchering a sow—
"Silent Shout" is a rollercoaster of
a record that inspires both awe and
horror in listeners and never sits
well with the eardrums no matter
how many times one attempts to
digest it.
Siblings Karin Dreijer
Andersson and Olof Dreijer
know how to manipulate sounds
to unsettle their audiences, and
the record proved that they seem
to derive a sadistic glee from
doing so.
Three years later, Karin Dreijer
Andersson has released a solo album
under the pseudonym Fever Ray.
Unlike other side projects like The
Postal Service or Ugly Casanova,
Fever Ray's music sounds remark-
ably similar to the music of its par-
ent act. On the self-titled record,
Dreijer Andersson continues creat-
ing ghastly soundscapes where The
Knife left off at the end of"Silent
Shout," and while the songs she
crafts without her brother are dif-
ferent enough from her work with
TheKnife to keep therecord from
sounding like more of the same,
"Fever Ray" calls into question the
usefulness of OlofDreijer as a con-
tributor to his sister's music.
The Dreijer siblings like to
hide themselves behind their
music. Their seldom-occurring
live shows generally involve them
shrouding themselves and their
samplers behind gigantic curtains
onto which are projected dizzying
light shows, and a majority of their
press photos have them posing
with crow beak masks covering
their faces.
Likewise, on record their vo-
cals are almost never laid bare, but
rather are generally manipulated
through various effects processors
so that their lyrics are delivered
by voices that soundat most half-
human and utterly detached from
their creators.
But in spite of The Knife's
phantom voices, most of the songs
on "Silent Shout" prominently
feature both male and female vo-
cal contributions—or so it seemed
until the release of "Fever Ray."
As Dreijer Andersson's solo de-
but demonstrates, she is the sole
vocalist for The Knife, a fact that
becomes evident 40 seconds into
opener "If I Had A Heart," when
a throaty, masculine growl of a
voice intones "this will never end
'cause I want more / more, give
me more, give me more." The
liner notes for the record credit
Dreijer Andersson for every vocal
and instrumental arrangement,
and thus ends the misconception
that Olof Dreijer factors heavily
into the creation process of The
Knife's music.
However, if anything from
"Silent Shout" is absent on "Fever
Ray," it is the abundance of de-
ranged arpeggio loops. The Knife
produces music that sounds like
wind rumbling through a totally
synthetic and dystopian wasteland,
and "Fever Ray's" 10 tracks sound
strikingly organic and human in
comparison to 90 percent of The
Knife's song catalog.
Granted, Dreijer Andersson
still manipulates her voice con-
stantly on "Fever Ray" and hardly
lets her real voice out of its sound-
effected cage, but in terms of
lyrical content and instrumental
arrangements her solo outing is
a decidedly more down to earth




still detached, it's more
human on "Fever Ray."
Dreijer Andersson wails about
love, hate, lifelong friendships,
plant sitting and childhood dreams
on "Fever Ray," lyrical topics that
will likely never be covered in any
song created by The Knife.
But that's not to say "Fever
Ray" isn't still a creep show of a
record. From its album art to its
track arrangement to the paranoid
delusions ofmusic videos shot for
its two singles "If I Had A Heart'
and "When I Grow Up," Fever
Ray's music is still the stuff of
night terrors.
"If I Had A Heart" is a perfect
example ofhow Dreijer Andersson
still aspires to make music meant
to unnerve her audiences.
It's a hypothetical love ballad
lamenting the narrator's inability
to show physical or emotional af-
fection towards his/her (she show-
cases both ofher gendered demon
voices on the track) significant
other, and it is simultaneously a
song about lust and how bodily
affection can keep people together
even when there's no chemistry in
a relationship.
The song sounds like an Eliot
poem,jiever building, to any sort
of melodic or structural climax
and ending not with a bang but
with a whimper as it fizzles into
the ethereal synth squeals which
announce the beginning of"When
I Grow Up."
While "Fever Ray" by no means
marks a significant step forward
for Dreijer Andersson's music,
it's still an excellent record and a
must-have for any electronica fan
in 2009.
And while her instrumental ar-
rangements may be less complex
or affecting than her brother's, the
record at least provides longtime
The Knife fans with a nice musical
snack to help tide them over un-
til the siblings turn another batch
of unsettlingly lucid dreams into
electro-dirges on theirnext proper
full-length.
"Fever Ray" is out now on
CD and LP, and is available for
download on the Mute Records
Web site.
Matthew can be reached at .
martellm@seattleu.edu _
Courtesy Mute Records
In contrast to the records she's released with her brother as The Knife,




from 'Superbad' a more
mature film experience
Tufts Daily, Tufts U.
UWire—Greg Mottola, di-
rector ofimmensely popular and
over-quoted comedy "Superbad"
(2007), has done it again. This
time, however, Mottola's film,
which was inspired by his time
working at the Adventureland
theme park in Farmingdale,
N.Y., is classier and highly un-
derrated in today's cinematic
world. "Adventureland" succeeds
as a mix of comedy and romance,
with a slight dash of a charming
coming-of-age tale.
Hie film stars Jesse Eisenberg
as James, a recent college gradu-
ate, whose post-graduation plans
are dashed after his parents ad-
mit they can't afford his gradua-
tion gift, a trip through Europe.
Since he has little work experi-
ence, he decides to take a job at
a local amusement park where
his 'friend' Frigo (played by Matt
Bush) works. There, he meets a
crazy group of people including
over-enthusiastic bosses Bobby
and Paulette, played by Bill Hader
and Kristen Wiig, respectively,
pipe-smoking enthusiast and in-
tellectual Joel (Martin Starr), and
ride maintenance man/playboy
Connell (Ryan Reynolds). The
person he is most taken by, how-
ever, is Em (Kristen Stewart), a
student at NYU who seems disil-
lusioned with existence. The rest
of the movie follows James as he
struggles through his summer and
chases after Em.
It shouldbe noted that this film
is almost nothing like "Superbad."
While it is being marketed as the
next big thing from Mottola,
the content of "Adventureland" is
classier, to say the least. The im-
mature humor isn't as prevalent
and is mostly found in Frigo's
antics throughout the movie. But
his multiple nut-shots to James,
sexist comments and bodily func-
tion jokes seem oddly out ofplace
with the rest of the film. Also, this
movie seems to focus more on the
romance between the various char-
acters than on comedy; it is better
pegged as a romance film about
20-somethings who just happen
to work at an amusement park
where silly stuff happens. This is a
complete departure from the high
school, adolescent and hormone-
driven comedy of "Superbad."
It should be noted the
film is almost nothing
like "Superbad."
Mottola never hits the audience
over the head with the retro aspect
ofthe movie. The fact that this takes
place in 1987 is only apparent by
clothing and music choices, and it
could have easily been set during
modern time. That said, the sound-
track to the film is amazing. It in-
cludes hits from Hiisker Du and the
Cure and was scored by indie band
Yo La TengO. The score has a nice
beat to it and a catchy, dark hook.
As James begins to realize that he
won't be able to go to grad school,
the film's music makes his sadness
increasingly tangible, urging the au-
dience to root for his success.
Cinematography and framing
also contribute to the ambience of
the film; one scene that focuses on
a bumper car ride to the tune of
"Just Like Heaven" has the camera
turned to face the actors, capturing
every bump and moment of ex-
citement on their faces.
The acting in the movie, for
the most part, is perfect for what
the film wants to be, but whether
this is intentional or not is up to
the viewer. Eisenberg, however,
tries too hard to play the dorky
and awkward intellectual that
we all know and love. We don't
need another Michael Cera,
especially since he has that act
covered and perfected. It doesn't
even look like Eisenberg is try-
ing to deliver his lines with any
tact or punch. He seems to try to
get them out of the way, and his
performance suffers.
Stewart gives off a similar
sense, although this method
works well for her character.
While she was dreadfully terrible
in tween vampire hit "Twilight"
(2008), her monotone delivery
and coked-out look in this movie
fit thesituation perfectly. The rest
of the cast shines at various mo-
ments. Hader and Wiig are funny
because of their over-emphasis,
and Reynolds makes people laugh
because he tries to appear more
pretentious and witty than he re-
ally is.
"Adventureland" should be
considered a more high-brow
comedy with undertones of ro-
mance and the typical revelation
that future plans change. Those
who are expecting to see another
movie filled with penis draw-
ings will be sorely disappointed.
However, for those who are will-
ing to open their minds and go
on a trip down memory lane
to a simpler time when sum-
mer jobs sucked and love was
in the air, Mottola has made the
perfect film.
Matthew can be reached at
arts@tuftsdaily.com
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Callero said he
also looks forward to
life with his wife and
9-year-old daughter in
San Luis Obispo, a small town of
44,000 residents nestled next to
the Pacific Ocean.
"There is something really
unique about living in a college
town," he said. "Going down to
Cal Poly will be fulfilling a dream
ofmine to coach in a college town,
minutes from the beach."
Callero's parents, brother and
sister live in southern California.
Still, he said, it will not be easy
to leave his family ofRedhawks.
"Coaching college basketball
is a lifetime position, not just a
9-to-5 job," he said. "I'm still
in touch with some of the team
members and will be for the rest
of their lives."
His family will never forget the
many evenings they invited team
members to their home for good
conversation and steak dinner,
he added.
Callero guided the team to a
21-8 record this season, marking
his most, successful year in his
coaching career.
One Redhawks victory of the
2008-2009 season will be etched
in his memory forever.
"When we beat Loyola at the
KeyArena, that was the pinnacle
of my career," Callero said. "It
was everything I was hoping to
accomplish; it was a culmination
ofa great eight years."
Olson said Callero's coach-
ing was a key component to the
Redhawks success this year.
"He definitely helped us beat
some teams that we were not ex-
pected to beat this year," he said.
At least one of Olson's team-
mates also said he was at peace
with Callero's resignation.
"I was, at first, pretty sur-
prised," said senior guard Shaun
Burl ofhis coach's decision. "After
talking to some of my teammates
and talking to him, however, I
think it was a good move for him
and his family."
Hogan attributed losing Callero
in part to the many impressive
showings the Redhawks made on
the hardwood this season.
"Once you have a great season,
you can anticipate your coach
moving to another program,"
he said.
Hogan had a lengthy discus-
sion with Callero the night be-
fore Callero publicly announced
his decision to leave Seattle U for
Cal Poly.
"I think he knew he had a
very good situation at Seattle U,"
Hogan said, "but he also had a
very attractive offer at Cal Poly."
Hogan said he is looking for a
new head coach for the basketball
program who is skilled in schedul-
ing and recruiting, like Callero.
He will not be easy to replace,
said Hogan, who has started a na-
tion-wide search for a new coach.
"I think that everyone had a
lot of respect for Joe, and every-
one, including me, is going to
miss him."
Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu
I was, at first, pretty
surprised. I think it
was a good move for




Joe Callero leaves Seattle U with the second-most wins for a basketball coach in Redhawks history.
sports
Now Hiring: Athletics searches for new hoops coach
Kevin Atchley
Staff Writer
Seattle University's men's bas-
ketball team finished a historic
season with 21 wins in its first
year in the Division I transition.
Although the team didn't play a
full slate of Division I games, the
season was considered a success for
the program. The team won all 10
ofits home games this season and
broke the elusive 20-win barrier.
You want to get
the right person
though, even if it
takes a littler longer.
Bill Hogan
Director of Athletics
"You couldn't ask for a bet-
ter way to end it," recalled senior
point guard Shaun Burl on his
team's home success.
In addition to this season's
success, the last few years of the
program have also fallen into the
same category. The team has won
at least 18 games in each of the
past three years. Now, after last
season's accomplishments, the
team must search for a new head
coach after Joe Callero's departure
to Cal Poly-San Luis Obispo. This
leaves the team with nine of its 13
players returning without a head
coach heading into the offseason.
Bill Hogan, director of athlet-
ics, said he would like the job to
be filled by someone with Pacific
Northwest ties.
"We like the idea of some-
one who has a feel for the Pacific
Northwest, that will be helpful for
recruiting," Hogan said.
Hogan emphasized the impor-
tance of scheduling as an integral
part of the head coaching job.
"We want someone who is a
good scheduler; scheduling will
be very important to us over the
next few years," Hogan said.
The head coaching position at
Seattle University is a coveted one.
According to Hogan, there are al-
most 80 applicants who have sent
in applications for the job; a job
that recently has a winning tradi-
tion to go along with it.
"We're going to be hiring a
search firm to help us do the job,"
Hogan said.
"The job is definitelyan attrac-
tive position," Hogan added.
Possible candidates could come
from the Pac-10, NAIA indepen-
dent programs or junior colleges.
Hogan said the amount ofexperi-
ence the person has in coaching
will determine their salary.
"I think compensation de-
pends on the person we get,"
Hogan said.
Hogan would like to get a new
coach for the team by Wednesday,
April 15, the start of the spring
signing period. Originally, he told
a reporter from The Seattle Times
he wanted to hire a new coach
within 10 days. Once the list of
applicants doubled from 40 to
around 80, Hogan decided it best
to extend the hire date. He doesn't
want to rush hiring someone too
soon solely to fill the position.
"We would like to get a new
coach as soon as we possibly can,
it's important to recruiting,"
Hogan said. "You want to get the
right person though, even if it
takes a little longer."
In addition to talking about
possible candidates for the head
coaching job, Hogan stressed
the importance of the great work
Callero did over his eight-year ten-
ure at Seattle University.
"We are really grateful that he
put us in this position—that we
can get such an outstanding re-
placement because he did a great
job," Hogan said. "The big thing
is to continue what Joe Callero
started for us: to keep building a
solid program."
Whoever the Redhawks hire
to Jead the flock, the new coach
will have to continue working in
the five-year transitional process
the Redhawks are currently in to
Division I basketball. Although
another 20 isn't expected, the new
coach will have to focus on build-
ing a solidprogram that will stand
up to its new Division I opponents,
which includes fellow Washington
Jesuit university, Gonzaga.
"And beat the Zags,"
Hogan said.
Kevin can be reached at
atchleyk@seattleu.edu
Braden VanDragt The Spectator
Former basketball coach Joe Callero left a winning legacy for the new coach to continue and improve.
Director of Athletics Bill Hogan has around 80 applicants and hopes to hire one in the near future.
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Callero takes flight for Cal Poly coaching job
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LSU defends athletics budget
Ryan Buxton
The Daily Reveille
UWire—Les Miles and Trent
Johnson pull in big bucks to rack
up wins — a financial burden
Athletic Director Joe Alleva said is
unavoidable to keep the University
athletically competitive.
Alleva justified high coach
salaries at the Faculty Senate
meeting Monday, saying competi-
tive salaries are necessary to hire
coaches who will lead sports teams
to victory.
"When I'm hiring a coach, I
want the best because I want to
win," Alleva said. "I have to pay
market value to get that person. I
don't like it, but that's the world
we live in now."
Despite the acknowledgement
by bothAlleva and the Senate that
coach salaries are too high, Alleva
said that was outweighed by the
positives in the athletic program,
including its ability to give money
back to the University.
"This past year, over $9 mil-
lion has been given back to
the University by the Athletic
Department," Alleva said.
Alleva spoke optimistically
about next football season.
"[The team] is a good group.
There's a lot ofexcitement on the
field," he said.
The Senate also heard a Student
Government presentation on a
new policy for class withdrawals.
SG Senator Meghan Hanna,
University Center for Advising
and Counseling, explained the
proposal, which she called a "3-2-1
tier system."
With the new system, stu-
dents would be allowed three
W's during their freshman and
sophomore years, two Ws dur-
ing junior and senior years and
one additional W for the remain-
ing time needed to complete an
undergraduate degree.
Student Government President
Colorado Robertson said the new
system would combat the "use it
or lose it" mentality students have
about Ws, which do not roll over
after the allotted time for use
has passed.
Faculty Senate former President
William Daly explained another
advantage of the proposal.
"Some students come in with
over 24 hours of credit [which
eliminates their first three allotted
Ws]," Daly said. "This way, spread
out over 2 years, they are able to
take advantage of the drops."
Faculty Senate Resolution
09-05 was another topic
of discussion.
The resolution deals with the
issue ofstudents purchasing mul-
tiple student response clickers for
different classes. The resolution
encourages University faculty to
use only Turning Point brand
clickers, unless colleges or de-
partments are willing to supply
other clicker brands to students at
no cost.
Mass communication profes-
sor Danny Shipka said i-Clickers,
another brand, are used in his
class because they were provided
at no extra cost as part of the
textbook package.
Shipka said students can pur-
chase a book and i-Clicker togeth-
er for a package price.
LSU's Athletic
Department earned
$9 million for the
university this year.
He said this resolution's in-
sistence that other brands of
clickers be provided to students
for free would be costly for the
Manship School.
"[This resolution] is asking us
to pay for i-Clickers for 1,000 stu-
dents," Shipka said.
Per the senatespolicy, the reso-
lution will have a second reading
in May.
The Senate also elected next
year's officers.
Kevin Cope was unopposed in
his bid for another term as presi-
dent.Pratul Ajmerawas elected vice
president and Renee Casberque
was chosen as secretary..
Ryan can be reached at
rt>uxton@lsureveille.com
Tigers hoops coach Trent Johnson is a fundraiser all on his own,





sport in the Olympics has now
found its way onto Seattle
University's campus.
Or into its pool that is.
Heather Nicholas' love for wa-
ter polo had her struggling to start
a club sport since last year. Last
Wednesday night her persuasive-
ness paid off when 20 students
rallied together at the first Water
Polo Club meeting. Nicholas,
sophomore biochemistry major,
has played water polo since eighth
grade. She played for her high
school in Newberg, Ore.
This water sport, played with
two teams of seven, two goals
and a ball similar to a volleyball,
is what her small Oregon home-
town is known for. Newberg High
School has won 15state champion-
ships for girls and even more for its
boys' program.
"Iwent fromhaving water polo
shoved down mythroat to nothing
up here," Nicholas says ofcoming
to college.
After expecting "a handful of
people" to show up to her first
club meeting, Nicholas was pleas-
antly surprised by her fellow stu-
dents' enthusiasm. Many of the
new members have experience in
swimming, but never played water
polo. But a few are veterans, such
as Natalie Whitmore and Andrew
Toler. Toler, a sophomore crimi-
nal justice major, played for his
high school, a club team and also
helped coach.
"Ihave played almost everysport
offered to a person in America,"
Toler says. "I have never had fun
or the level of competition that I
have hadin the game ofwaterpolo.
I simply love it."
The club is open to students
and is recreational as opposed to
competitive. Nicholas hopes they
can form a team next year, possibly
separated into men's and women's,
which can scrimmage other club
teams in the surrounding areas.
Since the club started late in the
academic year, practices for thisyear
will remain casual. The members
will mostly work on fundamen-
tals, such as passing and shoot-
ing goals during their Wednesday
night practices.
"It's just one of those activities
that when you don't take yourself
too seriously you justrelax and have
a great time," says Whitmore.
Whitmore, Nicholas and Toler
encourage water polo as fun and
as an excellent way to exercise.
Traditionally played in the deep
end ofthe pool, it requires treading
water the entire game, even when
throwing the ball or while getting
open for passes from teammates.
Water polo also has cathartic value,
at least for Nicholas who also uses
the sport as a way to vent and after
playing says she feels much better
about her day.
Members describe water polo
as being a mixture ofmany sports.
It has an obvious swimming aspect
but it's less repetitious. It's also like
soccer because ofthe goals, basket-
ball because ofoffense, defense and
free throws, and hockey because
there are ejections and penalties.
"I even want to say it's also like
wrestling because of the way you
tryto take the ball from otherplay-
ers," Nicholas says with a giggle.
It may sound a little confusing,
but Nicholas reassures water polo
is a great sport.
"Only a select few know about
it and the ones that do love it,"
she says.
Julee can be reached at
christiansonj@seattleu.edu
Students celebrate World Flags at Mariners opener
Taylor Olson
Staff Writer
At the Seattle Mariners home
opener, 16 Seattle University
students had the opportunity
to participate in a ceremony
promoting diversity.
Monica Nixon, director of the
Office of Multicultural Affairs,
was contacted by the Mariners
Marketing Office about participat-
ing in aWorld Flags Ceremony that
took place before the gameTuesday,
April 14.
Each of the 16 Seattle U
students held a flag represent-
ing a Major League Baseball
players country.
"Major League Baseball players
are very diverse in terms of where
they're from," Nixon said.
Nixon worked with the
International Students and Scholar
Center to find students who would
be interested in participating.
Nixon sent out an e-mail among
OMA members.
"We had immediate feedback,"
Nixon said.
Dale Watanabe, an international
student advisor at the ISSC said the
Center was eager to participate in
the ceremony.
"As you can see, we love flags,"
Watanabe said, motioning to the
multiple surfaces in the office cov-
ered with flags.
Some interested students were
unable to participate because of the
time commitment. The students
were required to attend a rehearsal
last week.
In the rehearsal, the students
practiced lining up on the infield.
During the ceremony, they marched
out of the umpires entrance to line
up along the first and thirdbaselines.
After the students lined up, players
ran out on the field and stood un-
derneath the flags. The flag bearers
wore blue blazers that the Mariners
lent themfor the occasion.
The Mariner's new manager,
Don Wakamatsu, is the first Asian
MLB manager.
"It's an appropriate way to
open up a season of MLB,"
Nixon said.
Watanabe said the ceremonywas
a uniqueopportunity to be a part of
what will be a historic season with
the Mariner's new manager and Ken
Griffey Jr.'s return.
After the ceremony, the stu-
dents were able to stay and watch
the sold-out game against the Los
Angeles Angels. Their seats were in
the public bullpen. Additionally, the
Mariners will provide the students
with tickets to another game with
better seats.
"It's a neat opportunity," Nixon
said. "I'm glad we could take advan-
tage ofit."
Nixon said sports often expose
people to diversity.
"I think that people are intro-
duced to the idea of diversity through
sports and athletics because ofwho
they played with on teams in high
school, for example," Nixon said.
The students were excited about
the opportunity to participate in
the ceremony, and the Mariners
home opener only heightened
the experience.
Mel DeVivar, a graduate student
in student development administra-
tion and the activities assistant in the
ISSC, held Cuba's flag in the cere-
mony. She said it was a great way to
commemorate the start of the sea-
son and showcase the UnitedStates'
commitment to multiculturalism.
Another graduate student, Joe
Burgmier, heard about the ceremony
when his wife, Kym Taylor, received
the e-mail from Nixon. Burgmier
and Taylor were both eager to par-
ticipate in the ceremony. Burgmier
said they are both big baseball fans.
Burgmier and Taylor represented the
Dominican Republic and Panama.
Burgmier said it was a great op-
portunity to celebrate diversity on
the field, not only with the Mariners,
but on baseball fields across
the country.
After the ceremony Jackie
Canchola, who held Puerto Rico's
flag, called it anawesome experience.
She said while the group was lined
up and waiting to take the field,
some of the players came over and
talked to them.
"Ken Griffey Jr. kept making
jokes about being an old man,"
Canchola said. "And Ichiro stood
there quiedy."
Canchola said whenthey took the
field, the crowd was going wild. The
students were on the field while the
line-up was announced. Then, the
Mariners' starting line-up was an-
nounced. Canchola said when Ken
Griffrey Jr.s name was announced,
the crowd went insane.
"It was an emotional welcome
back," Canchola said, "and a big
moment for Seattle."
Both Nixon and Watanabe have
experiences in the past where they vd
been scolded for stepping on the
lawn at a baseball field. They noted
the uniqueness of the opportunityto
have permission to walk on the lawn
at Safeco Field.
"It's a change to get a field-level
experience ofbaseball," Nixon said.
"Not many folks get a chance to
do that."
Taylor can be reached at
olsont@seattleu.edu
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Bad neighbors: College and 'crack house'
Everyone has a story ofa bad neighbor moving in next door.
Noise, parking issues, smells, garbageand vandalism are all com-
mon complaints about the folks next door.Sometimes neighbors
are even involved in drug and alcohol abuse or other illegal activ-
ity. And sometimes neighbors could just use some help.
This is the story of Seattle University and the 506-510
Broadway building, which many Seattle U students know as
"the crack house." Both are bad neighbors to each other. But
one has a semblance of an excuse. The other just has students
who throw out an institution's mission statement with every
egg, bottle and water balloon that flies out of the West face of
Campion Hall.
The Center for Service and Community Engagement at Seatde
Uhas made efforts to pursue working with OurLady Mt. Carmel,
a nonprofit daytime homeless shelter located at 506 Broadway.
But after no response was received, the university moved on to
other projects in the Seattle community. Mt. Carmel's executive
director says the Jesuits at Arrupe bring some food to the cen-
ter. But a university aiding so many other nonprofits and social
services in the area certainly could do more to help the needy
literally in the shadow ofthe campus' tallest building.
Instead of perpetuating the isolation already felt by most
homeless people dealing with drug and alcohol abuse, students
of this Jesuit institution should treat these individuals, in some
cases their neighbors, as fellow human beings. Seattle University
is more than just an administrative body—it's a community that
affects its surroundings. Instead ofrelying on the administration
to fix this problem, students need to be responsible community
members.
But administrators can help.Astrong relationship between Our
Lady ofMt. Carmel and the Center for Service and Community
Engagement would greatly improve the services provided by the
soup kitchen in need. Mt. Carmel could use the extraordinary
resources and volunteers the Center for Service provides through
service learning and community service events. The clients at the
center could use the acknowledgment oftheir humanity and aid
in the daily struggle that is their life.
It begins with students literally cleaning up the alley and the
block. It begins in classrooms with students volunteeringat Our
Lady Mt. Carmel, spending time with our neighbors in ser-
vice learning. It begins with trash *not flying out of Campion
windows.
From our ivory tower (or the heights ofCampion), its easy to
ignore the struggle beneath us. This university does a tremendous
job ofreaching out to Seattle, and in particular, community or-
ganizations nearby. But it's important not to get too far-sighted.
Why not extend a hand to the nonprofit that's nearly a part of
this campus?
The Spectator editorial board consists of Joshua Lynch, Jessica Van Gilder, Sara Bernert, Emliy Holt, Matthew Martell, Liz Caval and Ben Watanabe. Signed commentaries
reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.
Twitter is steering us in the wrong direction
Joe Laliberte
The GW Hatchet, GeorgeWash-
ington University
UWire—What am I doingright
now?
Well, Twitter, I'm trying to un-
derstand how such a trivial concept
has become this truncated soap
box used by more than 10 million
"tweeters" across the world. Why do
people thinkIwould care what they
are doingatevery moment through-
out the day?
Mollyjean is "having a cup of
coffee from Starbucks-caramel
macchiato, of course!" Ev is "go-
ing for a run later." Sammy24 is
"a little bloated from Chipotle."
Chrisdotorg is "playing halo 3...then
possibly gym ... then more HALO
3!!!" According to Twitter and their
lovable bluebird, people should
tweet "because even basic updates
are meaningful to family members,
friends, or colleagues - especially
when they're timely."
Twitter was hatched in August
2006 by Evan Williams, Biz Stone
and Jack Dorsey. Williams originally
created Blogger, the popular online
blogging forum which heeventually
sold to Google.
Users ofTwitter are limited to
140characters toexplain the compli-
cated intricacies of their daily lives.
This paragraph, as written, isalready
too long to post on Twitter.
There are obviously upsides to
Twitter. The New York Times re-
ported last week that protesters in
Moldova used Twitter along with
Facebook to organize a mass protest
against the communist government.
During the campaign, President
Obama tweeted to let people know
how he was doing on the campaign
trail. Instead ofreading Us Weekly,
gossip hounds can get their celeb-
rity updates straight from Ashtori
Kutcher and Snoop Dogg, both of
whom tweet. The media has clearly





ButTwitter has not really caught
on with those of us in college.
Adults 35 and older are leading
the 1,000percent increase in usage
since last year. Those 45-54 years of
age are the most frequent tweeters.
According to Reuters, college-aged
students and recent graduates use
Twitter in about the same numbers
as those between the ages 55 and 64.
Grandma is getting in on the tweets
as well, as slighdy more than 5 per-
cent ofTwitter users are over 65.
It's not that I have a problem
with social networking or the use of
technology for the bettermentofso-
ciety. I don't. I have a problem with
Joan tweeting that she justbought a
new pair ofshoes. I have a problem
with Bob tweeting about being tired
from a long night out at the bars.
The problem withTwitter is not
in the simple idea of staying con-
nected. It'snice to stay in touch with
friends from high school, family
and colleagues from past jobs. But
Twitter represents the most insin-
cere form of communication. Why
not grab a beer or a cup of coffee?
Instead, we get tweets telling us that
you just got out of the shower or
stubbed a toe.
The next Twitter is already
gaining traction. A new Web site
called Justin.tv recently launched
to provide users with a "Truman
Show" look into its users' lives. The
Web site provides constant live feeds
ofa person's home and office and a
chat room for discussing what is go-
ing on in his or her life. The founder
got the idea while strapping a cam-
era to a backpack to allow people to
follow him around all day.
Is this the future? Are we head-
ing towards such a connected so-
ciety that I need to constantly tell
people what I'm doing? I guess if
that's where we are heading, then
here is my tweet:
"Joe is going into the woods.
Don't bother texting."
Joe can be reached at
opinions@gwhatchet.com
Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and e-mailed to watanabl@seattleu.edu. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling, grammar
and style errors.
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Bailouts not the quick fix America needs
Payam Afighom
Daily Trojan, USC
UWire—As we are thoroughly
entrenched in one of theworst eco-
nomic situations since the Great
Depression, the United States has
developed an intricate and infamous
bailout plan to revamp the failing
economy. With an 8.5 percent un-
employment rate, according to the
U.S. Bureau ofLabor Statistics, it
is clear that something needs to be
done in order to save our economy
from a complete meltdown; policies
need to be established, regulations
need to be administered, strategies
need to be analyzed, and guidelines
and procedures need to be planned
and executed. But what ifthe great-
est action the U.S. government
could take was doing nothing?
With the 2009 stimulus package
(in which the government assumes
three different personas: inves-
tor, lender and insurer), Congress
is reported to disperse more than
$12.8 trillion. In its entirety, this
extensive government spending is
intended to alleviate the economic
crisis and hinder further devasta-
tion to the financial system. Many
economists, however, are beginning
to consider the negative effects of
artificial stimulation.
In order for the stock market
to revamp, it is essential for it to
discover its true bottom. The stock
market bottom only occurs at the
end of a market downturn and the
beginning of an upward moving
trend, not at a recent low in a stock
market index. For the market to find
its true bottom, publicly traded cor-
porations need to deflate their status
and modify their worth to current
value.To do so, the government can-
not expel its funds in an attempt to
keep failing companies afloat. The
ones that would otherwise fail now
will inevitably fail in the future.
By preventing the market from
doing its job, the government is
propping up a failed system and
turning what would be a painful
year or two into potentially a decade
or more of economic stagnation.
Companies need to realize their
positions and alter their practices ac-
cordingly— those that cannot do so
must go. Through this process, the
marketwill correct itselfand resume
its normal cyclical trend.
Furthermore, because the gov-
ernment is selecting companies to
rescue, investors are uncertain about
what operations the government is
planning to execute. Why has the
government decided to rescue Bear
Sterns, American International
Group, Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac, and leaveLehman Brothers in
the dark? It is for precisely this rea-
son that many investors are sitting
on the sidelines and taking caution
with their investments. People are
withholding their funds in light of
the spontaneous decisions made by
Congress. The more the government
interferes, the longer investors wait
to place their assets on the line. And
as a result of this money freeze, the
economy will take longer to recover
and resume its normal activities.
Another important issue that
needs to be addressed is the ability
ofprivate corporations to gain much
power in their sectors. Although the
United States prides itself on being
a capitalistic free market system, it
must enforce more regulation over
some pivotal'industries that lay
the groundwork of our economy.
For example, if the government
had not allowed A.I.G. to become
a premiere insurance giant, they
would not have been obligated to
issue approximately $180 billion in
taxpayer bailout money ($165 mil-
lion ofwhich was to be allocated
as executive bonuses) to the strug-
gling institution. The government
must enforce a system that requires
private institutions to rely on them,
not the other way around.
One of the main causes of our
current economic position is debt.
The entire economy, from the top
down, is built on debt. At the bot-
tom of the pyramid are millions of
individuals borrowing from banks,
who in turn borrow from govern-
ment-sponsored agencies; all the
while, the government borrows
from foreign countries, granting
them financial power to exercise
over us in the future.
Even as individuals are going
bankrupt from substantial debt, the
nation is sinking ever deeper into
deficit spending. The U.S. national
debt clock records more than $ 11
trillion in total debt. That's about
$36,140 of debt per citizen when
shared among the national popu-
lation. By throwing more money
into government projects such as
the Troubled Asset Relief Program
or Term Asset-Backed Securities
Loan Facility, the United States is
digging itself deeper into an abyss
of hopelessness. Our nation is be-
coming weaker while our reliance
on foreign countries is becoming
stronger.
Another pressing issue that aris-
es as the government continues to
pull out a seemingly never-ending
string ofmoney from its sleeves is
the problem of inflation. The av-
erage inflation rate in 2008 (3.85
percent) was higher than it has been
since 1991, and the United States
is headed toward surpassing last
years figures, according to the U.S.
Department of Finance.
It is clear that with Congress
printing so much money in order
to fund their proposals, the value
of the dollar is decreasing. In 2002,
the Euro was worth 87 cents; as of
April 2009, the Euro is equivalent
to $1.32. With the national debt
achieving a historic high, it is dif-
ficult to forecast the stability ofour
currency. If proper measures are
not taken, the United States may
experience the hyperinflation that
occurred in Germany in the 19205,
where currency was devalued to the
extent that people burned money to
stay warm.
This is obviously a worst case
scenario. Given the limited ho-
rizon of the government bailout,
it is too soon to tell whether the
propositions will flourish, redeem-
ing the UnitedStates, or default and
cause repercussions for generations
to come.
In analyzing our current deci-
sions, it is important to recognize
that it is not the first time that the
government has had to step into
the private sector and successfully
administer bailout funds for emer-
gencyrelief. In fact, we have a long
history ofstepping in and generat-
ing funds. In 1971, after passing
the Emergency Loan Guarantee
Act, Lockheed Martin was rescued
from bankruptcy on the grounds
that it provided a significant num-
ber of jobs in California, and that its
failure wouldresult in a loss in the
gross national product and cause a
significant impact on national de-
fense. After an initial $1.4 billion
investment (adjusted for inflation),
Lockheed managed to repay all of
its loans, earning the government
a net return of $112.22 million in
loan fees.
Although government spending
for the bailout is astronomical, it is
evident that the masterminds ofour
nation are slogging through exorbi-
tantly long workweeks, only taking
necessary breaks to eat and sleep.
Even though it has proved to be suc-
cessful in the past, the government
is under extensive pressure to get us
out of this slump. Hopefully their
bets will prove successful, contrary
to the gambles made by mortgage
lenders, which placed us into this
mess in the first place.
Payam can be reached at
opinions@dailytrojan.com
Dylan Polk Courtesy UWire
Moral panic from 'sexting' ruins young, innocent lives
Ashley Herzog
The Post, Ohio State University
UWire—They've been called
"the child pornographers next
door." Who are these dangerous
perverts? Are they, as the name sug-
gests, seemingly normal adults who
assault litde children and document
it on film?
Well, not exacdy. This new breed
of "child pornographers" includes
high-school students like Marissa
Miller and Grace Kelly, who took
waist-up pictures of themselves in
bras and sent them to classmates.
A county prosecutor—who appar-
ently has nothing better to do than
ogle underwear-clad teens—decid-
ed the pictures were "provocative"
and threatened the girls with felony
child pornography charges.
According to columnist Ashleigh
Banfield, prosecution is appropriate
because "unless girls and boys live
in fear ... there is little left to help
them digitally police themselves
[and] preserve their integrity."
We have a term for this kind
of fanatical overreaction: moral
panic. While teen "sexters" might
be naive, it's hard for anyone with
common sense to consider them
pornographers. And it takes a spe-
cial type ofzealot to consider them
sex criminals.
Unfortunately, the moral pan-
ic over "sexting" is part of a dis-
turbing trend. All over America,
out-of-control prosecutors and
politicians are making felons out
of teens who engage in harmless
experimentation.
In Kansas, Attorney General
Phil Kline ordered all doctors,
social workers and school per-
sonnel to report any sexual activ-
ity between teens under 16. Kline
defined "sexual activity" as "any
lewd fondling or touching of the
person of either the child or the
offender."
What does this mean?
"If a 15-year-old touches a 13-
year-old, touches their breasts,
they are now guilty of a crime,"
public defender Chris Phillis told
ABC's John Stossel last year. In
other words, junior high makeout
sessions are now breeding grounds
for felonies.
Once convicted, these teens
become lifelong registered sex
offenders. In most states, they'll
be unable to live near a school or
park, work with children, move
without notifying the police, or
find a decent job.
"They can't go anywhere
children frequent. So that's
McDonald's, that's Jack in the
Box," Phillis said. "Children have
actually been told if you go to a
movie and another child walks
in
...
then you're to get up and
leave."
And don't think these extreme
laws go unenforced. In Oregon,
seventh graders Cory Mashburn
and Ryan Cornelison spent six
days in jail before being charged
with five counts of felony sex
abuse. Their crime? Slapping a
few female classmates on the butt.
(The girls told police it was part of
a mutual game called "Slap Butt
Day.")
Frank Rodriguez was arrested at
age 19 for having consensual sex-
ual contact with his then 15-year-
old girlfriend, whom he later mar-
ried. Although the girl insisted she
hadn't been victimized and tried
to get police to drop the charges,
Rodriguez is now a convicted
felon. His name appears on a sex
offenderregistry alongside those of
child rapists and murderers.
"They literally just break you
down to nothing," Rodriguez told
ABC. "They tell me I can't do this,
I can't do this, you know. It gets
real bad."
Now the fanatics have now set
their sights on teenage "sexters."
While no one believes that teens
taking nude snapshots is a good
thing, teaching sexual morals has
always been the job of parents,
not police. This is the first time in
American history that teen sexual
experimentation has been consid-
ered a law enforcement issue.
And, unfortunately, we're will-
ing to ruin perfectly normal kids'
lives to quell a few adults' moral
hysteria.
Ashley can be reached at
ahlo33o4@ohiou .edu
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Why you're SAD: "Spring"
weather has you feelin' down
April arrives and brings
April showers, like snow
and rain showers
March Madness .Jrwithdrawal
You wear short shorts
and sundresses at the
hint of sun in 40 degrees
Joe Callero left us
What thehell is SAD?
Morning clouds are a
bad omenand happJnj|
too often
You're not from Oregon
or Washington
You're from
and use the weatheras
an excuse for bad driving
April teases us with Jβ
sun and warmth only to
punish us with downpour




April 6, 8:30 p.m.
Public Safety trespass-warned
a non-affiliate male who en-
tered Campion lobby and then
left and was later located in the
bushes outside of Murphy.
Suspicious Circumstance
April 7, 6:10 p.m.
Public Safety responded to a
complaint by a staff person that
anon-affiliateblocked her car in
the lot when he pulled in. The
non-affiliate male apologized
when Public Safety arrived




A student called Public Safety
and Seattle Police Department
and reported he confronted a
20-year-old male who climbed
up onto his apartment deck.
The student said the male
thought the apartment was
not rented.
Attempted Burglary
April 10, 3 p.m.
Public Safety responded to a
Pigott Auditoriumalarm trip and
found a pack and paper bag
with food items just inside an
open stage door. Public Safety
searched the auditorium and
building. No one was located.
MedicalAssist
April 11, 4:30 p.m.
Public Safety and Connolly
Center Staff assisted a student
who fainted on the treadmill.
The student was checked and
spoke (via telephone) with her
mother, a nurse practitioner.
The student went back to her
Chardin room with a Public




Public Safety and a Resident
Assistant contacted an apart-
ment with smokealarms ringing
and found astudent asleep with
burnt food on the stove. Public
Safety removed the food and
re-set the alarm the students
had taken apart. Public Safety
warned the students as to dis-
mantling the alarm device.
Reckless Driving
April 10, 9 p.m.
Public Safety officers in the
crosswalk were almost hit by a
vehicle speeding westbound.
Public Safety is investigating.
For a continued listing of public
safety incidents turn to page 8.
Seattle Sakura-Con 2009
The annual Sakura-Con anime convention attracts more than 10,000
anime, manga, comic and Asian culture fans to the downtown Seattle
Convention Center. Costumed attendees could be found downtown toting
giant weapons, props and wigs in every color. Photos by Garrett Mukai
Debate team loses coach Students distribute condoms *5^
